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The highlight of the past six months, CAS-ically speaking, was ISMA '98: Tone and Technology in Musical
Acoustics, heldinLeavenworth, Washington, June26- July 1. There were a number ofexcellent papers, andI look
forward tocarrying some ofthemin future issues. Newthis year were workshops:the Useof Composite Materials
for Violin Makers, Modal Analysis of Musical Instruments, the Octet instruments, Making Tonal Copies' of In-
struments,HandbellRinging, Hammered Dulcimer Construction,Practical Electronics, and Adjusting Modal Fre-

quencies of Violins. We heard a performance by the Pacific Quartet on 'innovative and traditional' instruments.
The former group included anew viola design of Joseph Curtin and GuyRabut's striking violin design, which has
been featured in TheStrad and Strings. Another concertfeatured three of the Octet instruments in solo perform-
ances. Myfavorite concert,however, wasthe participant's concert,featuring ISMA'sown "ThreeTenors"—Zhong
Xiao-nong,Lars Morset, andJuyongKwon. Itwas amoving demonstrationofmusic'suniversalappeal.

Welookforwardto ISMA2001 tobeheld inItaly. Besuretoreadthe announcementonpage20for initial information.

CAS and the Journal are designed to facilitate discussion among researchers and makers. This issue provides an
opportunity to accomplish that objective. GeorgeBissinger is starting a very importantresearch project that can
dramatically increase ourdetailedknowledge of violinconstructionand acoustics. But tosucceed he needs sugges-

tions for developinga standardized procedure to measure instrument qualities. Please be sure toread his descrip-
tions on pages 21 and 44 and offeryour suggestions. Timelyresponses are neededbecause the measurementtech-
niques mustbe decided andfrozen while thecollection ofthe database proceeds.

I alsocall your attention to the "Letter to theEditor" in which JohnSolonikaposes anumber of questions from a
maker's perspective hoping to interestresearchers in finding answers. This is the kind of interactionthat CAS is

designed tofacilitate, andI hope we willseemore of itand goodresults.

As always, we appreciate your feedback about theJournalso that itcan be improvedand better meetthe members'
needs.

Goodreading!
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The bouncing bow as used inrapid spiccato andricochet bowing has been studied.
Dynamical tests were made by monitoring the motion ofthe bow stick andthe bow
force history when the bow wasplayedby a mechanicaldevice against aforce trans-
duceras asubstituteto thestring. The action ofthe bow stick was also investigatedby
modal analysis. Bows made ofwood,fiber glass, andcarbonfiber composites were
studied andcompared, as well as a bow which was modifiedfrom the normal (con-
cave) shape intoastraightstick.

The advanced bowing styles called the string and the pivoting point (see culated case for a stiff stick, reaching
rapid spiccato (sautille) andricochet, Figure 1). Assuming that the stick be- only 40Hz at the tip. The differencein-

in which the bow bounces off the string haves as a rigid body and that the bow dicates that a flexing of the thin outer
between notes by itself, can be per- hairof lengthL stays in permanent con- part of the stick and the motion of the
formed at high rates, between 8 and 13 tact with the string, the bounce mode head (see Figure 6) influences the trans-
notes/s (sixteenth notes at M.M. « frequencyfy^c against a rigid support is versal bow stiffness in this range (cf. Pit-
-120-190 quarter notes/min.). The dy- givenby
namics of the bow plays an important
role in these bowing styles, and differ-
ences in the action between bows are
easily recognized by professional play-
ers. All instruments in thestringorches-

teroff 1995). The rapid spiccato is
played well inside this part, typically in
a range between the midpoint and 2 -3
cm outside the middle (towards thetip).
In thisrange/gNcwill be between 13-15
Hz, and the stiff bow stick model pre-

tra can perform these rapid bowings The shapeof the bounce modeis illus- diets the bounce mode frequency accu-
despite the large differences in scaling trated in Figure 6 (mode #1). Typical rately. In real playing, the compliance
between the instruments at the ex- values of/g^cversus the distancersfrom of the string lowers the bounce fre-
tremes,theviolin andthedoublebass. the frog for a violin bow are shown in quency by Ito 2 Hz, depending on the

Figure 2. The calculated values range bow-bridge distance(1-4 cm). The low-
Bounce Mode from 6Hz close to the frog to about 80 ering in frequency is essentially the same

A low-frequent "bounce mode" of the Hz at the very tip. Measured data for a for allfour strings ontheviolin,
bow is of primary importance for the real bow, given for three different hair Another effect encountered in real
rapid spiccato (Askenfelt 1992a). With a tensions, follow the calculated values violin playing is the tilting of the bow.
light bow hold which is necessaryfor a closely up to about 2/3 of the bow This will also lower the bounce rate,

rapid spiccato, the bow can be consid- length. For theremaining third the in- When loaded sideways, more and more
ered as pivoting around an axis roughly crease mfg^c is much less than the cal- individual bow hairswill successivelybe
through the cut-out in the frog (thumb
and middle/index finger at opposite Figure 1■ Geometryof thebouncing bow
sides). The moment of inertia Jx of the
bow with respect to this axis and the re-
storingmoment from the deflectedbow
hair (and string) defines a bounce mode
with a frequency which is dependent on
thetension Tof thebowhairand thedis-
tancers betweenthe contactpoint with

\T(—s—)5—)
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Figure 2 ■ Bounce mode frequencyfsNC against arigid supportfor a violin bow
pivoting around an axis at the frog. Calculated values (dashed line) and measured
(full lines) for three values ofhair tension ("normal" = 55 N and± 5 N correspond-
ingto ± 1 turn of thefrog screw). Thehairwaskept inpermanent contactwith the
support.
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brought into play as the bow contacts very different quality. The selection in-
the string, and the "effective compli- eluded an excellent French bow (F.
ance" during a bouncewith a tilted bow Voirin), a fiber-glass bow, and a studen-
will be higher than for an impact with t's bow of very poor quality. The task
the hair flat on the string. At a "best consistedof tightening thebowhair to a
spiccato position" about 2cm outside suitable tension and choosing the best
the midpoint, a typical tilting of30° will contactpoint. The bounce frequencies,
lowerthebouncerate by Ito2Hz com- asmeasured at thechosen contactpoints
pared tothe casewith the hairflat onthe (from 2cm outsidethe midpoint to 3cm
string, the exactvalue dependingon the on the inside) stayed between 13.7 and
particular bow and tension. In order to 14.5Hz. For anindividualbow, thisfre-
recover the bounce frequency with the quency interval corresponds to an ad-
tiltedbow, theplayingposition must be justmentof the tension by typically ± 3
shifted 3-5 cm towards the tip. Apart N (or about ±V£ turn of thefrog screw)
from giving softer attacks because of a around a normal playing setting in the
slower build-up in bow force, tilting vicinity of 55 N. The same variation
gives theplayer accessto afast control of range in hair tension seems to be a rea-
thebouncerate. Theveryrapid spiccato sonable estimation of the spread in pref-
must always beplayedwith the hairflat erences among players for the optimal
onthestring in ordertokeep thebounce tension ofaparticular bow.
rateashighaspossible. The Q-value of the bouncemode is of

The player's preferences for the the order of 30 -50 whenmeasured with
bounce frequency, asreflected in the set- the bow pivoting freely around a steel
ting of bow hair tension and choice of axis in a brass bearingat thefrog (see Fig-
contact point with the string, seems to ure 1). When simulating playing condi-
be precise. A professional string player tions by letting a string player hold the
was asked to set the optimal conditions bow in a normal bow grip while still
for a rapid spiccato at 11 Hz (sixteenth supported on the support, the Q-values
notes at M.M. = 160) for six bows of loweredto about 15-20.

Take-off and Flight
The bow leaves the string when the

contact force has decreasedto zero. At
that moment, the angular acceleration
is high enough tomake the "inertia mo-
ment" Jx dtcpj/dt 2 match the "bowing
moment" Mg supplied by gravity and
the player's bow hold. The motion
during the flight time is depending on
the character of the bowing moment
Mg. For a horizontal bow, gravity will
give a constantmomentindependent of
thebounceheight and a flight time pro-
portional to the angular velocity at
take-off. Thebowwill bounce with an
increasing rate when dropped against a
support. At a typical spiccato position
ona violin bow, this occursat an initial
frequency ofabout 7- 8 Hzfor a reason-
able starting height (about 1 cm), ap-
proaching Jbnc asymptotically as the
bounceheightdecreases.

An additional restoring moment dur-
ing flight, supplied by the player, en-
ables a faster spiccato than the gravity-
controlled (much like a bouncing ball
which not is allowed to reach its maxi-
mum height). Due to the compression
offinger tissue, this additional moment
is probably of a "springy" character, in-
creasing with deflection angle q>j . For
the cello and double bass, which are
played with the strings nearly upright,
the contribution from gravity is much
reduced. In all, the two different restor-
ing moments acting during string con-
tact (deflected bow hair) and flight (the
player's bow hold), respectively, will
roughly give a oscillating system which
switches betweentwo slightly different
springconstants at take-offandlanding.

Point of Percussion and Stick Bending
The "point of percussion" (PoP) is a

parameterwhich often is referred to in
discussion of bows. When hangingver-
tically,pivoted at the cut-out in thefrog,
the bow will oscillate with a low fre-
quency, typically 0.72 - 0.75 Hz for a
violin bow. This corresponds to the
motion of a simple pendulum (point
mass) with length /pop.0p. Fora compound
pendulum consisting of a straight rod of
uniform cross section,/p0p will be2/3 of
its length. Theviolinbow is closeto this
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case with a total length from thepivot-
ing axis at thefrog to the tip of typically
680 mm and lp0p between 450 and 480
mm. A double bass bow will have PoP
relatively closer to thetip.

An external force at PoP (such as
when the bow lands on the string) will
give notransversal reaction force at all at
theplayer's bow hold. Forces whichare
applied inside and outside PoP respec-
tively, will givereaction forces with op-
posite signs. Spiccato is always played
well inside PoP (about 10 cm), and the
impact force during string contact and
the correspondingreaction at thepivot-
ing point will tend to bend the bow so
that thestick flexes upwards whenrefer-
ring to a horizontal bow (bending away
from the hair). Theseforces will try to
straighten out the bow maker's down-
ward camber (concave shape). The ac-
companying lengthening of the stick
would increase the tension of the bow
hair, by bringing theend points of the
hair farther apart(Pitteroff 1995). This
effect is contradicted, however, by a de-
crease in the angle of the tip (pointing
upwards), and thenetchange inhair ten-
sion during contact canprobably not be
determined without direct measure-
ments.

Figure 4 ■ Registrations of bow motion in rapid spiccato when a violin bow is
drivenby a shakerat 12.0 Hz(sixteenth-notes at M.M. = 180).The driving ampli-
tudecorresponds to mf - /level whenplaying on a violin. Theregistrations show
the contact force against a rigid support 2 cm outside the midpoint, and velocity
and displacement of the stick at the position of the support. The vertical dashed
linesindicate thecontact duration.

plied by gravity anda spring, simulating in phase. After an off-string flight, con-
theplayer's "bowingmoment." The bow tactbetweenthehairand supportoccurs
is driven by a shaker with a sinusoidal with the stick moving downwardwith a
motion, which for each cycle gives a velocity of about 25 cm/s. At that mo-
downwardpush on top of the stickat the ment, the stick displacement at the con-
normal position of the indexfinger via a tact point is close to zero (equilibrium
hook and aninterfacingpiece ofrubber. position). The motion of the stick in
The duration ofthepush canbevaried by this example is considerable with anam-
adjusting the vertical position of thesteel plitude of about 5 mm, corresponding

Mechanical Spiccato axis. The motion of thestick is measured tomf-f'level when playing on a violin.
The rapid spiccato can bereproduced by a miniature accelerometer on top of A forceful spiccato may drive the stick

in thelaboratory (see Figure 3). The bow thestick attheplayingposition. almost down to the hair, giving a stick
is supportedby a fixed steel axisin a brass A typical registration of the motion amplitudeofabout 9 mm.
bearing mounted in the cut-out in the of the stickand contactforce is shown in Thebouncing bow in spiccato can be
frog and the hair is resting on a force Figure 4. Thebowis driven ata spiccato viewed as a mechanical series circuit
transducer at the normal position for rate of 12.0 Hz, with the driving ad- with one restoring moment during
rapid spiccato, justoutside themidpoint. justedto give apeak contactforce of2N. string contact due to the deflected bow
Asteady bow force ofabout 0.5Nis sup- Contact force andstick displacement are hair, anda second during flight supplied

by gravity and the player's bow hold,
Figure 3 ■ View of the experimental setupfor a mechanical spiccato. A hook fas- acting on the moment of inertia Jx .It
tened to the shaker contacts the upper side of the stick via a piece of rubber, thus follows that the duration of the flight
simulating theplayer's indexfinger. Gravityin combination with the spring gives a andthe duration of stringcontact not at
static bow force ofabout0.5 N. all need to be equally long(see Figure 4).

The flight time maywell beextended in
order toincreasethe duration of thefree
decay of the note. The contact part
must, however,remain long enough to
ensure a forced damping of the string at
the end of the note, and a sufficient
buildup of the string amplitude of the
note which follows (Guettler and
Askenfelt 1998).
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Figure 5 ■ Comparison of the contact forces against a rigid support for a violin
bow driven in spiccato at 12.0 Hz (top) and 13.0 Hz (bottom). The peak force was
kept constant at 2 N. Notice the difference in strength of the 150-Hzripple. The
dashed lines show the initial slope in contact force, corresponding to 0.12 and
0.23 N/ms,respectively.

CONTACT
FORCE

N

50 ms/Div

The drivingcondition whichseems to onthe spiccato rate) , theforceresembles
resemble the action of a string player a half period of a sine wave reaching
best is to drive the bow just below the peak values of typically 1.5-2N (see Fig-
bounce mode frequency (about 2-3 Hz ure 4) . Theforce waveformis somewhat
lower). The "finger" of the shaker (the peaked due to a "ripple" component at
player's indexfinger) gives a down-ward about 150 Hz. The magnitude of this
pushon the stick closeto its upperturn- ripple can change significantly for a
ing point. Depending onplaying style, slight change in driving frequency, de-
the duration of the push may extend pending on the relation to the spiccato
into the contactpartwith the string, and rate (see Figure 5) . For thisbow, a shift
thus be longer thana quarterof the spic- in drivingfrequency of IHzboosted the
catoperiod, but it may as well end be- 150-Hzripple markedly.
fore thebowcontacts thestring. Amodal analysis oftwobows showed

that the 150-Hz component can be
Contact Force traced down to two modes of the piv-

The contact with the string lasts ap- otedbow at approximately 150 Hz (#3)
proximately half the spiccato period in a and 170Hz (#4), see Figure 6. Mode #3
crisp, rapid spiccato (Guettler and resembles the secondmode of a free-free
Askenfelt 1998). During this contact stick without hair (typically at 160Hz,
time (between 40 and 60 ms depending see Askenfelt 1992b), but with a marked

rotational motion of the tip. The flex-
ing of the stick in mode #4 occurs
mainly in theouter partof thestick.

By driving the bow under the hair at
the supporting point it was observed
that modes #3 and #4 included a strong
motion of the bow hair on one side of
the support, in the longer part for the
lower mode, and in the shorter for the
higher. The Q-valuesof these modes are
rather high, of the order of 30. The
mode frequencies could be shifted by
moving the support (spiccato point),
and also brought to coincide in fre-
quency. Rather than being a doublet
with the hair and stick moving in-phase
and out-of-phase, respectively, the ob-
servedvibration states areprobably two
different modes of thepivoted bowwith
a similar motion of the stick, but differ-
ing in themotion ofthe hair on eachside
of the supporting point, (cf. the free-
free modes reported by Bissinger 1995).
The question cannot be setttled com-
pletely until measurements have been
takenalso onthebowhair.

The 150-Hzripple seen in the contact
force is probably a combination of the
two modes. The boost of theripple in
Figure 5 (bottom) was observed when
the 13 component of the driving force
coincidedwith oneof themode frequen-
cies. Interestingly, the bouncing mo-
tion of the bow can be startedby sup-
porting the bow hair on a shaker at the
spiccato point and driving with thefre-
quencyof mode #3 or #4. This indicates
a non-linear coupling between these
modesand thebouncemode, whichpos-
sibly has somethingto do with a certain
quality of some bows "to cling to the

Figure 6 ■ Modalanalysis ofa violinbow showingmode#1, "bouncemode" (14 Hz),mode#2(s9 Hz),mode #3 (157 Hz), and
mode #4 (169 Hz) for a casewithboundary conditions correspondingtothestring-contact partin spiccato. The bow ispivoting
aroundan axis at thefrog and thebow hair is fastenedtoa fixed supportat a typical position for rapid spiccato 2 cm outside the
midpoint. No measurements were taken on the bow hair. As a consequence the hair forms straight lines between the frog-
support-tip for all modes.

Mode 1 14 Hz Mode 2 59 Hz

Mode 3 157 Hz Mode 4 169 Hz
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string" during long notes in legato and
detache.

At the impact at landing, mode #2 of
the pivoted bow just below 60 Hz will
be excited (see Figure 6). This mode
shows a large motion of the stick at the
middle and a nodeat about 1/6from the
tip. This gives a pronounced motion of
the outer part of the stick,which moves
upwards andstretches the hairwhile the
middle part movesdownwards. The Q-
value of this mode can be rather high,
well above 50. However, no significant
modulation of the bow force during the
contact with the transducer (string) due
to this mode was observed. Neverthe-
less, the possibility of a periodic varia-
tion in the hair tension and instantane-
ous velocity of the hair at the contact
pointremains.

The shape of 60-Hz mode of the piv-
oted bow in Figure 6 is similar to the
lowestmode of thebow measuredunder
free-free conditions and occurs at ap-
proximately the same frequency (cf.
Askenfelt 1992b; Bissinger 1995). In line
with thesefindings, a vibrationat about
60Hz was observed in the sticknot only
duringstring contactbut also duringoff-
string flight.

A Crisp Spiccato
A goodbow will facilitate arapid spic-

cato with clean, crisp attacks. In order
to establish a prompt Helmholtz mo-
tionit seems essential that thebowforce
builds up fast to give the first slip after
shortest possible delay. Further, the
bow force should stay essentially con-
stant during the initial periods in order
to avoid premature (multiple) slipping
orprolongation of periods. During the
initial periods, the product of the trig-
gering velocity pulse and the point im-
pedance of the string is only a few per-
cent higher than the limiting static
frictional force of theprecedingsticking
interval (see Guettler 1992, Figure 3).
Therefore, if thebowforce decreasestoo
fast after the first slip, the build-up in
frictional force will trigger a release in
the nominal stick interval, prior to re-
turn of thetriggering pulse generatedby
the first slip. Also, if the bow force in-
creases too rapidly, the triggering-pulse

Figure 7 ■ Effect of a modulation in bow force on the duration of the pre-
Helmholtz transient (the duration of the aperiodic transient before periodic Helm-
holtz triggering has been established). Each panel shows 7755 simulations (pixels)
with differentcombinations ofbow force andbow acceleration.

220

[To]

10

7

Bow acceleration[cm/s2]

Upperpanel: Constant bowforce; middle: 5 % amplitude modulation in bow force
at 150Hz; lowerpanel: 10% amplitudemodulation in bow force at 150 Hz.

The light triangle-shaped areas indicate preferred parameter combinations giving
short durations of thepre-Helmholtz transient. A constant bow force gives a large
continuous area with many possible combinations of bow force and acceleration.
The preferred area decreases considerably for 5% modulation and vanishes com-
pletely at 10% modulation, giving theplayer small chances of controlling the out-
comeof the attacks. The durations are givenin nominal periods [To]. The bow is ac-
celerating linearlyfrom rest to a final velocity of 15 cm/s andthebow-bridge distance
pis 1/8.7 = 0.115.

PERIODS BEFORE HELMHOLTZ
f0 = 196Hz p= 0.115 vB = 0-15 cm/s
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product will fail toreach thevalue of the clear-cut. The strengthof the 150-Hzrip-
limiting force after oneperiod and cha- pie in spiccato seems not toberelated to
otic behavior is likely to occur. Com- the rated quality of a bow in a simple
puter simulations show unambiguously way. It is present in poorbows as well as
that an unstable bow force during the in excellent ones, the actual strength de-
note onset reduces the chances of reach- pending onthespiccato rate. Also a bow
ing Helmholtz triggering quickly (see which had been bent to a convex("baro-
Figure 7). A box-shaped bow force with que") camber which made it impossible
a steep slope at the onset which changes to the tightenthe hair to normal tension
to constantvalue as soon asa sufficiently (25N insteadof55-60N)showed therip-
highforce has beenreached, wouldseem pie activity (now at 1 10 Hz) in the con-
optimal for acrisp spiccato. tact force. This bow performed very

As seen in Figure 5, the 150-Hzcom- poorly in spiccato, probably depending
ponent can steepen the slope at force ona low bounce modefrequency (10 Hz
build-up (from 0.12 to 0.23 N/ms), but instead of 13 -15 Hz) due to the low ten-
on the other hand the accompanying sion of the hair. Asnoted byplayers, the
stronger fluctuations in bow force give ability to take a high tension of thebow
increased risk of multiple slipping. A hair with only a minor straightening of
histogram representation of the force the camber is one of the basic quality
histories in Figure sis given in Figure 8. marks ofagoodbow.
A distribution with few values at inter-
mediate force values and a concentra- Conclusions
tion towards the maximum force per- Therapid spiccato bowing is depend-
centile could be assumed to be ent on a bounce mode of the pivoted
advantageous accordingtothereasoning bow at about 13 -15 Hz. This mode
above. In this respect, the distribution seems to be very similar for all bows,
for 12 Hz driving frequency with only The contact force with the support
minor 150-Hz activity would be more showed a "ripple" component at about
promising for a crisp spiccato. The 150Hz, which was traced to a combina-
damping due to theplayer's holding of tion of two modes with strong activity
the bow will reduce the 150-Hzripple in the outer part of the bow. The
slightly, but in no way cancel this activ- strength of thisripple, whichis depend-
ity in the bow. The bow hold in spic- ent on the spiccato rate, canreduce the
cato is light, and located close to a nodal force buildup time. A short buildup
point for most bow modes (Askenfelt time would facilitate a fast and crisp at-
-1992b). tack, but the accompanying variations

Comparisons between wooden bows in bowforce may, onthe other hand, in-
of different quality and bows of novel crease therisk ofmultiple slipping. The
materials (fiber glass, carbon fiber com- net effectof theripple is notknown yet,
posites) gives a picture which is far from but it seems plausible that it reduces the

Figure 8 ■ Histogram distributions of the contactforce histories in Fig. 5 with
little ripple at a spiccatorate of 12Hz (top), andpronounced ripple at 13 Hz(bot-
tom). The force increases in thenegative direction (to theleft) in conformity with
the orientationof theforce in Fig. 5 (downwards).

CONTACT FORCE

chances ofa cleanattack.
Inview of that bows perform very dif-

ferently in rapid spiccato, it seems rea-
sonable that the differences must be
sought in the action of the stick, and not
in the basic bounce mode which can de-
scribedbya lumped mass-spring system.
The differences in masses and moments
of inertia between bows are small and
the hair is taut to nearly the same ten-
sion. In view of these similarities the
150-Hzripple, and possibly also higher
modes, are interesting properties to
compare in a future study. HCASJ
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A skilledstringperformer isable toplay a seriesofspiccato andricochet notes—short
notesplayed with a bouncing bow—with each onset showing little or no aperiodic
motion before a regular slip-stick pattern (Helmholtz motion) is triggered. The
motion ofthe bow stick can be decomposed into a translational component and a
rotational componentwith theaxisofrotation close to the fingergripat thefrog. In
spiccato, thehowdescribestwoperiods ofrotational motionfor eachcomplete cycle of
the translational motion (down-up bow), giving two notes. Simulations reveal that
in awell-performed, crisp spiccato thebowgives nearly vertical impacts on thestring,
andthat thefirst slip ofeach note takesplace when the normal bowforce is near its
maximum.
In ricochet, the bow is thrown onto thestring in order to create a series ofshort, crisp
notes in one single bowstroke. Theplayer terminates thericochet stroke bydamping
the rotational component. This is done by loosening the bow grip and being
compliant to thereactionforcesactingback on thefrog.

Francois Tourte (1747-1835) designed a
bow with concave curvature of the The Phases Of A "Perfect" Spiccato
stick. The new design was quite oppo- Figure 1 shows a computer-simulated where T0 is the fundamental period of
site to the earliest musical bows which "perfect" spiccato as performed on an the string. A maximum of 30 nominal
had a convexshape (bending awayfrom open violin G-string (196 Hz). The periods is thus possible for each bow
the hair). In order to produce a crisp maincontrol parameters,thebowveloc- stroke. For a= 0 the note starts with
spiccato the bow force must be ity vg, and the bow forcefz are shown full force and zero velocity. As ais in-
"switched onandoff"very quickly. The together with the obtained string veloc- creased the buildup in force is succes-
Tourte bow can manage this well be- ity at thepoint of excitation. The time sively delayed, making it follow the in-
cause it doesnot tend tofold orcollapse historyof Vgis defined as asine function crease in bow velocity closer and closer
in contrasttothe older types. However, (^positivefordown-bows andnegative (seeFigure3). Atalagofa= 112°they
a stiff bow alone is not enough to pro- for up-bows), and/2 as a half-rectified will departfrom zerosimultaneously,
duce good-quality spiccato orricochet. cosine function with an offset. Thefre- Each note in Figure 1 can be subdi-
In spiccato, a precise timing in the bow quency of/2is twice thefrequencyofv%. vided into five phases (intervals a-b, b-c,
control is imperative aswill be discussed Thebow velocity and bow force were etc.), all of which are necessaryfor pro-

Spiccato (from Italian spiccare: in thefollowing. In fact, the quality of definedas
"clearly separated, cut off") andrico- the rapid spiccato differs greatly even , -,

chet (French: "indirectly rebounding") among professional string players of va = Cjsin ——t\
are bowing techniques in which the today. Inricochet, thedifficulty lies pri- °
player lets thebow bounce on thestring marily in stopping the bouncing when f r

\

—onceper note—in order to create a se- the series of notes should end. The ac- A=C2+Cjcosl J7ft~a \ forpositive values
ries of notes with quick, crisp attacks tion of thebow in spiccato andricochet <
followed byfreely decaying "tails." This are considered to be of major impor- _
effect was not easily achieved until tance whenranking bows.
T? "

nr

/4-iA-r ioic\ J_ _: I -
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Figure 1 ■ Simulation of rapid spiccato on an open violin G-string showing the
bow velocity (white line)and bow force (dashed line) togetherwith the obtained
stringvelocity. The "perfect" spiccato can besubdividedintofourphases (see text).

Time [ms]

ducing a crisp spiccato with clean at- velocity. At (d), the limiting static fric-
tacks. After the initial release at (a), the tional force is high enough to prevent
string velocity curve shows regular the string from slipping as the velocity
Helmholtz triggering with one single passes zero and changes direction. This
slip per period. During the interval silent part prepares the next string re-
(a-b), the string amplitude builds up lease which will takeplace in the oppo-
quickly until, at (b), the bow force has site direction.
droppedso much that the string motion Figure 2 shows the two components
starts a free, exponential decay. The of thebow motion which are necessary
decayrate is determined by the internal to create the desiredcombination of vg
damping of the string and the losses at andfz- Thestraight arrowatthefrog in-
the terminations. This state lasts until dicates a translational movement with
(c), wherefz starts rising again, increas- the frequency of vg. At the tip, a rota-
ing thefrictional force. Dueto the low- tional movement is indicated. The cen-
ered vg the bow is now braking the terofthis rotation lies somewhere atthe
string, forcing a quick decayof thestring frog, closeto theposition of theplayer's

Figure 2 ■ In spiccato, the motion of thebowcan be decomposedinto a transla-
tional and arotational component. Thecenterofrotation lies closeto theplayer's
thumb at thefrog.

thumb. Thefrequency of therotational
motion is that oifz, twice thefrequency
of the translational motion. For the
player, thechallenge lies in thephase co-
ordination of thesetwo components, as
will be illustrated in thenextsection.

Evaluation Of The Phase Lag
Threesimulated cases ofspiccato with

different amount of phase lag (a) be-
tween bow velocity and bow force are
compared in Figure 3. In the upper
graph, the force function is applied
without any lag (a = 0). This leads to a
situation where the bow force decreases
far too early so that when maximum ve-
locity is reached, the force has already
gone down to zero. Further, the force
starts its second increase long before vg
has descended toa lowvalue. In all, this
results in adouble buildup ofeach note.
The string amplitude will neverreach a
high value and the perceptual impres-
sion is a "choked"spiccato.

In the middle graph,/2is givena lagof
53° compared to the velocity. This pro-
duces the "perfect" spiccato which was
shown in Figure 1. In the lower graph
the lag is 107°. Of thefour notes in this
latter series, two are "scratchy" with
multiple flybacks attacks and irregular
and poorly defined onsets (#2 and #3).
The two remaining notes show clearly
longer buildup times thanin theperfect
case. The explanation should primarily
be sought in the lack of forced damping
which precedes the initial slips in the
perfect case (middle graph). For large
lags as in this latter case (a = 107°), re-
maining Helmholtz components from
thepreceding note with highamplitudes
and "wrong" (opposite) phase orienta-
tion are still presenton the string when
■^8changessign.

The graphs in Figure 3 were taken
from a simulation series with nine
sets—each consisting of 30 notes—in
which a was changedfrom 0° to 107°in
stepsof 13°. The force on thebridge was
taken as the output of the simulation,
and convolved with a transfer function,
relating theradiated sound tothe bridge
force. This transfer function was ob-
tainedby recording a force impact on a
violin bridge and the resulting sound

THE "PERFECT" SPICCATO
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Figure3 ■ Computersimulations ofspiccato with three different phase lags (a = 0,
53°, and 107°) betweenbow force (clipped cosine, dashed line) and bow velocity
(sinefunction, full line).Only themiddle caseproduces a "perfect"spiccato.

pressure at a distance of 30 cm from the noisy attacks appearingrandomly. For
violin body. This convolution gave a cases with a < 53° all notes sounded
signal with the characteristics of the choked, but less soas the optimal lagwas
sound ofareal violin, and the quality of approached.
the spiccato could thenbe judgedby lis- Figure 4 shows an estimation of the
tening. Out of the nine simulation sets, output power, given as the arithmetic
only one case (a = 53°) produced per- averageof the decibel values ofharmon-
fect attacks for all 30notes. ics 2 through 20 compared to thepower
The margins in a relative to the "opti- of the Ist harmonic. Not surprisingly,
mal" 53° seemedrather narrow. Witha the "perfect" spiccato gives the highest
= 40° there was only onenoisy attack, lst-harmonic power, while a = 107°
while all cases with a > 53° gavemany gives the highest average power for the

partials.
The results of the simulations do not

imply that a = 53° is a magic figure.
The "magic" lies elsewhere. Aperfect at-
tackrequires a few initial periods with a
gradually increasing vgcombinedwith a
fz that doesnot change toorapidly, say,
less than 5 - 7 % per nominal period.
With theforce-velocity lag of theperfect
case(a = 53°, see Figure 1), this leaves/z
with a marginal ofabout ± 20-30° (cycle
deg) around itspeak value,duringwhich
the initial periods must be triggered. In
Figure 1, the first release occurred 9°
after the force maximum. With a
slightly highervgthefirst release would
have occurredearlier, butperfect attacks
might still havebeen produced. Figure 5
shows conditions for perfect onsets
when fz is kept constant (Guettler
1992).

Measurements Of Spiccato Bowing
Figure 6 shows a recording of the

stringvelocity duringrapid spiccatoper-
formed on astoppedviolinD-stringby a
professional string player. Therepeti-
tion rate is close to 11 notes/s, corre-
sponding to sixteenth notes at metro-
nome tempo M.M. = 160 beats/min.
Themeasurementsweredoneby apply-
inga miniature magnet close tothebow-
ing point and recording the voltage
across the string. The three last notes in
thefigure areperfect in timing and trig-
gering, while the first one displaysa pre-
mature increase of the bow force, caus-
ing a few periods to grow in amplitude
again. In between the notes "quiet"
areasexist.

Without direct measurements, some
information on the magnitude of the
bow force can be gained by observing
the ripple in the string velocity signal.
Dueto therelatively low Q-values ofthe
torsional string modes, the ripple
(which mainly consists of transformed
torsional waves) will fade away quickly
whenthebowleaves the string. Figure 7
shows the second note in Figure 6 ana-
lyzed in thesame manneras in Figure 1.
In the interval (a-b) theripple is growing
due toa quick buildup offlybacks (Schu-
macher 1979). In the interval (b-c) the
ripple is decaying exponentially, which
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means thatfz is zero, or close to zero. Figure 5 ■ Duringan attackwith fixed bowforce/z thebowvelocity shouldfollow
Between (c) and (d), where the bow is a path inside theframe A through Din order to trigger a Helmholtz motion as
braking the string, the ripple grows quickly as possible. At the onset, only a narrowrange in bow velocities will pro-
again despite of that thetransversal am- duce Helmholtz triggering (oneflyback per period). After a few periods the toler-
plitude is still decreasing. The presence anceforchanges in bowvelocity and bow force is much greater(Guettler, 1992).
ofripple is neverthelessan indication of
bow-string contactbecause this seems to
be a necessary condition for torsion-
al-transversal transformation to occur
be a necessary condition for torsion- y RESTRICTIONS OF BOW VELOCITY
al-transversal transformation to occur —|- fl DURING AN ATTACK WITH FIXED BOW PRESSURE
(Cremer 1984). After (d) static friction Bm,a

reigns and the bow damps all remaining
stringvibrationsefficiently.

Visual Feedback To The Player
The easiest way to determine the

phase conditions while performing a
rapid spiccato is to put small, white
marks onthebow stick and observe the
patterns they create. Figure 8 shows
two of several possible cases. During a
crisp, "perfect" spiccato, the midpoint
of the stick will always describe a lying
numeral eight (the infinitysymbol) like
the example in Figure 8(a). The bow
will thenmake contactwith the stringat
theend ofeachstroke anda forced decay
will takeplace. If the pattern is shaped tional motion is delayed 108° in Figure series ofrotational impacts onthe string
like aVoraU as in Figure 8(b), the at- 8(b) comparedto (a). during each stroke, while the centre of
tacks are always noisy because the bow rotation (near theplayer's thumb onthe
is off the string when the changes in The Ricochet—And How To Stop It frog) is moved at normal bowspeed in a
bowing direction takeplace. The rota- In thericochet, thebow gives awhole straight line. Thisproduces series offast

and shortnotes (typically 10 15 notes/s)
Figure 4 ■ Power output obtained in nine spiccato simulations with different with crisp anj rapid attacks . Only one
timing between bow velocity and bow force. Each simulation consisted of 30 impulse for the whole series is given by
notes. The values are given as the arithmetic averageof the decibelvalues ofhar- tne player who starts with the bow at
monies 2 through 20 (squares) compared to the powerof the Ist harmonic (cir- some distanceabovethe string,
cles). The last three simulations on the right-hand (noisy) side included many Yne bounce rate is determined by the
"scratchy" attacks that appearedrandomly inspite of theconsistentcontrol of the moment of inertia of the bow together
t . .■ .....

/i.

i ". ii f

»

°bowingparameters(bowvelocity andbowforce) .
Output power

with the springconstants during"flight"
and string contact,respectively (Asken-
felt and Guettler 1998). The player's
controls of the bounce rate are: (1) the
firmness (stiffness) of the bow-hand
grip, (2) the distancefrom thefrog to the
impact point on the bow hair, (3) the
distance from the bridge to the impact
point onthe string, and (4) thebouncing
height above the string. Increasing any
of the first three parameters gives in-
creasing bounce frequency due to in-
creased spring constants during flight
(1), and during string contact (2-3), re-
spectively. Increasing (4) gives longer
"flight" intervals and areduction in the
bounce frequency. The restoring mo-

0° -20° -40° -60° -80° -100°
Rotation of Forcez Cycle [Deg]
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Figure 6 ■ Stringvelocityat thebowrecorded during arapid spiccato on a stopped
violin D-string (note F4) at a rate of 11 notes/s (sixteenthnotes at M.M. = 160
beats/min). The patternscompare wellto thecases obtainedin thesimulations. All
four attacks are nearlyperfect. Notice thequiet intervalsbetween notes. In thefirst
notethebow hasreturned alittle too earlyafter the"exponential decay,"causing the
amplitude torise again. A goodprofessional player iscapable ofproducinga sizable
seriesofspiccatonotes with little orno onsetnoise.

ment duringflight, supplied by theplay- By looseningthe bowgrip at the end of

ing oftwo shortnotes followed by a long
noteplayed with a violin bow on a force
transducer as a substitute to the string.
The damping of the rotational compo-
nent after thesecondricochet noteis high
enough to ensure areasonably stable bow
forcefor thelongnote. Notethat thebow
forcecontinues to vary with the"ricochet
rate" also during thelong notebut it does
not fall below the critical minimum-re-
quired-bow-forcelimit.

The conditions when playing on the
force transducer do not appear to be
very different from normal playing.
The player reported that the "feel" of
the bow was similar to normal playing
on a string, although lacking the grip of
a compliant string in the bowing direc-
tion. Also, the magnitudeof the contact
force seems reasonable, as judgedfrom
the minimum distance between bow
stick and hair observed in this experi-
ment and the corresponding distance in
normalplaying.

It is difficult to make the bow settle
er's bow grip (cello/ bass) in combina- the ricochet stroke and letting the frog when ending a ricochet stroke near the
tion with gravity (violin), does not in- and hand move a little like stopping a point of percussion, as the reaction
crease proportionally to the bounce ball by a compliant hand and arm with
height. Tilting the bow lowers the out gripping it a goodpart of the rota>

forces acting back on the frog ap-
proaches zero for this contact point.

bounce rate as well, since the bow-hair tional energy can be removed from the Ending a ricochet stroke in this part of
ribbon is more compliant when at- bow. This technique is necessary when the bow (about 1/3 from the tip for a
tacked from the side. Rapid ricochet a longer note follows after a series of violin bow) is thereforeusually avoided
andspiccatomustalways beplayedwith ricochet notes, the longer noterequiring when a long note follows. If for some
thebow hairflat onthe string. arelatively stable bowforce. reasonthis is notpossible, aquick tilting

of the bow may facilitate the termina-It takes some experience to perform Figure 9 shows aricochet strokeconsist
the ricochet with rhythmical precision.
In order to maintain a constant bounce Figure 7 ■ Some information on thebow force can be extracted from theripple in
rate, thebowgrip needstobe constantly the strinSvelocitysignal. The secondnotein Figure 6is displayed (fundamental pe-
adjusted as the distance from the frog riod To = 3.0ms.) Using the samemarkings asin Figure 1, theletters (a) through (d)
chances duringthe stroke. Themost dif- have beenplaced wherethe interpretationof theripple signal makes changes in bow
ficult part, however, is to stop the forceplausible (see text).
bouncing in due time at the end of the
stroke. This can be done by changing
the supporting conditions at the frog.
During the ricochet, the bow must be "■=

held firmly enough to let thefrog act as ■§
an almost fixed axis. Therotational mo- ra
tion of thebowgeneratesreaction forces ~

at the axisofrotation whichtryto move w
the frog up or down,and these must be
balanced by the bow grip. The sign of
the reaction forces (up or down) de-
pends on whether the bow hits the
string inside or outside thepoint ofper-
cussion (Askenfelt and Guettler 1998).
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_. „ . . , r- i i 1 " i i with decreasingbowvelocityand lowor
rigure 8■ An easyvisualway to confirm thephaserelation between the trans- , r /-v « . £ , , „

i " i , , ' . , / , . r . . . . no bow force; (3) the forced decay,
lational and the rotational movement during a rapid spiccato is to put a small -, L « .« .

,/.

, , .... , , , -i j i i "
with the bow still moving (slowly) inwhite markon themiddleof thebowstick and observe the motion pattern. Of l ij j- " i m i i V, , , i / \ -ii i i T /i \ i i tne old direction while the bow forcethe two cases shownhere, only(a) willproduce a crisp sound. In (b),where thero- L-u " i rr l ■ 1 i, " " ii ji^oo i /\ 1 i -in " i buildsup again, theeffect being that thetationalmotion is delayed108° comparedto (a), theattacks will benoisybecause " 7" , .1t , ,, , fL . j. . , r , ill "
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string amplitudes are quickly reduced;the change otbowing directiontakesplacewhen the bowis oft thestring, when ,
A\ « i " c i

■

» i "ii 7 ■ "

tt

1 i i n" , i. (4) the muting of the string, duringthe bow returns to thestring, remainingHelmholtz components of highamph- r-i.ii r " i- i i, ,« „, . ? , . . "„ ,, T A i i " which the bow force is high enough totudesand wrong (opposite) phaseorientation willstillbepresent. In (a) the hair L r .

,

"ii " j " ii i i i r- prevent the string from slipping whilehas contactwiththestring during thebowchangeandmutes thesewaves. The fig- ii l j-

"

., r " <" 1 " tne bow changes direction, preparingaures aredrawnout otproportions torclarity. . , . , . , , r °newstringrelease. A high degreeof pre-

tionof thebouncing.
For the samereason as inspiccato, the

first string release in the initial ricochet
noteshould occurwhen thebow force is
changing slowly, i.e. near a maximum
in bow force, but the following notes
mayhaveanearlierfirst release provided
that the (decaying) string amplitude is
sufficiently high. The fact that thebow-
ing direction (andthus therotational di-
rection of the Helmholtz corner) re-
mains unchanged for all notes in a
ricochet strokemakes thestart easierfor
thelatternotes. Figure 10illustrates this
point. A forced muting of the string be-
tween notes in ricochet like in spiccato
is thusneithernecessarynordesirable.

Although anonset ofnote with a per-
fectly periodic Helmholtz motion from
thefirst period gives thecleanest attack,
short aperiodic transients are accepted,
evenby professionals. The acceptance
limits for the duration of such
pre-Helmholtz transients in bowed
string attacks have been discussed in a
separate study (Guettler and Askenfelt
1997).

A well-performedrapid spiccato can
bemodeled using onlytwo components
of bow motion; a translational compo-

cision in the coordination of the rota-
tional and translational components of
the bow motion is necessary for such a

'''^^"■t perfect spiccato .
In thericochet, where thebow gives a

wholeseries ofrotational impacts onthe
string during each stroke, only one im-

>ssk pulse for the whole seriesis givenby the
2

r player. As for the spiccato, the first
Ts string release of the initial note should

occur at a moment when the bow force
is changing slowly, i. e., near its maxi-

nent giving a sinusoidal bow velocity, mum value. Since all subsequent notes
and a rotational motion giving a bow are played with the Helmholtz corner
force varying as a half-rectified cosine, rotating in the same direction, forced
with a phase lag relative to the velocity. muting of thestringbetween notes is un-
Therotational componenthas the same necessary. Thebouncing can be termi-
frequency asrepetition rateof the notes, nated by the loosening the bow grip
while the translational component has somewhat and letting thefrog and hand
only half thatfrequency. follow in the direction of the reaction

A crisp spiccato with little or no at- forces that are acting back on the axis of
tack noise can be separated into four rotation. HCASJ
parts: (1) "thebuildup," starting with an
initially high bow force combined with
anincreasing bowvelocity, followedby
arapid decrease in force after a few ini-
tialperiods; (2) "theexponential decay,"

Figure 9 ■ Contact force in a ricochet stroke consisting of two short notes
(up-bow) followed by a long note (down-bow). Theplayer throws thebow onto
the string andthebowrebounds twicebefore therotational componentis damp-
enedby theplayer for thefollowing longnote. Observe that the bow force con-
tinues tovarywith the "ricochetrate" also duringthe longnote. The example was
played with aviolin bow onaforce transducer.

CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 10 ■ Example of excellent attacks in ricochet (the two first notes), fol-
lowedby a perfect spiccato-attacked note. The figure shows the stringvelocity j^eauthors are indebtedto the Wen-
dost to thebowing point, measured on a violin G-string. Note that a decaying ner-Gen Foundation and theSwedish Natu-
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this signal. Before the third note (up-bow) is played the string is muted by the
bow, as in spiccato.
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EFFECT OF THE BASS BAR ON THE FREE VIOLIN TOP
PLATE STUDIED BY FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

J. Bretos*, C. Santamaria
Departamento de Fisica Aplicada II

Universidad del Pais Vasco
Apdo. 644 -48080Bilbao. SPAIN

J. Alonso Moral
Conservatorio Superior de Musica deBilbao

"Juan Crisostomo de Arriaga"
Bilbao. SPAIN

Thetopplateofa violin with its bass bar gluedto the inside was modelledusingfiniteelement analysis. The analysispermitted study ofthe effect ofthe bar on the vibra-
tionalpatterns and eigenfrequencies ofthefree top plate. Theresults are interpreted

from thepertinent musicalviewpoint andare satisfactorily checked with the experi-
mentalmeasurementsreported byotherauthors.

The bass bar forms a part of the vio- Finite Element Modelling of f-shaped holes were taken from a
lin box that is glued to the inside of Figure 1 shows several images of the Stradivarius violin (1720) (Sacconi,

the top plate and is sculpted out of the mesh of finite elements definedfor vio- 1979). Regarding top plate curvatures
samekind of wood as the topplate. It is K n top plates. Prominence has been and designof the outerface, the geomet-
set close to the left "f-hole"with a slight given to the geometric modelling of the ric study conducted by Ake Ekwall
inclination (approximately 12°)with re- bass bar and its precise location inside (1980), also on a Stradivarius,was used,
spect to the main axis of the violin. Fig- the topplate. Theprofile of the bass bar The inner face of the pieces was mod-
ure 1 shows thegeometric profile of this aswell as otherdetails suchas the design elledaccording to the thickness distribu-
pieceanditsprecise location.

The original function of the bass bar
wasstructural. Thenatural longitudinal
stiffness of thetopplate proved tobein-
sufficient to resist the pressure imposed
by the bridge held in place by the ten-
sion of the strings (Baines 1969). How-
ever, the piece also has an acoustical ef-
fect on the instrument since it
profoundly alters the vibrational me-
chanics of the top plate. It is precisely
this effect that is studied here, or at least
oneof its most relevant aspects: the dis-
tortion caused by the bass bar on the #5
natural mode of thefree topplate, tak-
ing into account the importance of this
ring mode in the violin making (C. M.
Hutchins 1981, 1983; Alonso Moral,
Jansson 1982).

""Author to whom correspondence
shouldbe addressed

Figure 1■ Finiteelement meshesdefinedfor atop violinplate.
a) general view; b) detail of themodeling correspondingto theinnerface; c) detail of
theshapeof the bassbar.
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tions suggested by C. Hutchins (1981).
Using this mesh, a numerical analysis
was carried out using ABAQUS soft-
wareon a CONVEX (C-3820) vectorial
supercomputer. The mesh consists of
7200 nodes and 900 solid three-
dimensional elements. More details of
the numerical modelling canbefound in
previous works (Bretos et al. 1996,
1997,1998).

For the mechanical parameters (elas-
ticity constants and density) the values
found in the literature as typical of
optimum-quality woods for violin con-
struction wereused(Haines 1979, M.A.
Hutchins 1983). Thesewoods aregener-
ally spruce [Picea excelsa ) for the top
plate and denser varieties for the base,
such as maple (Acerplatanoides). Three
configurations of elastic and densitypa-
rameters characteristic of selected cases
of spruce were chosen. The values are
shown in Table 1 .

Finally, the calculations offrequency
responserequire input datafor the mate-
rial damping. This is why values for the
Q-factor (or other equivalent parame-
ters) of each eigenmode must be intro-
duced in the model and anaverage value
of 50has been used.

Results
Finite element analysis was per-

formed on the final geometric configu-
ration of the top plates made of each of
the materials depicted in Table 1. Also,
a study was made of the wholecarving
process, divided into many phases, fol-
lowing the criteria proposed by C. M.
Hutchins (1981, 1983). The first phases
corresponded to anadjustment of thick-
ness distribution to tune the top plate
before the bass bar is fitted; that is, to
achieve, among other aims, a frequency
relationship in octaves (1:2:4) among
modes #1, #2 and #5 and an annular vi-
brational pattern of the latter. Begin-
ning from this situation, a straight-
profile bass bar was added, analyzingits
gradualsculpting until the initial vibra-
tional configuration waspartially recov-
ered. This gradual sculpting evidently
differs dependingon thetypeofmaterial
used.

Figure2 shows the vibrationalpattern

Table 1 ■ Values for the elastic parametersand densitycorrespondingto typesof
wood suitable for top violin plates (p: density; E;: Young's modulus; G;j: shear
modulus. i=l: direction along the grain; i= 2: direction radial to the grain; i=3:
direction tangentialtothe grain)

* The samevalues for thePoissonratios have beentakenfor the threematerials:
vi2>vi3 =0.3, v23=0.03

Figure 2 ■ Vibrational patterns obtainedby finite element analysis for the eigen-
mode #5 of a free top violinplate, (a) and b): comparison between mode #5 before
putting the bass bar and in the finally tuned top plate; c) and d): comparison be-
tween mode #5 after addinga bass bar with astraight profile and in the stagewhere
the bass bar is finallycarved.
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of the natural mode #5 in different
phases oftopplate sculptingfor material
1. Extreme care was taken in obtaining
the vibrational patterns, so we could
track the modes from one carving stage
to the other. Case a) refers to the stage
before the bar has been placed and is
compared with b) -to the right- which
depicts thefinal stage in tuning with the
bass bar perfectly sculpted. Case c) cor-
responds to the moment at which the
straight-profile bar has been inserted
and is compared with d), depictingagain
the #5 mode in thefinal phase ofsculpt-
ing. Scrutinyoffigure (2)shows that the
instrument maker can sculpt the top
plate before thebass bar is inserted such
that #5 has an annular vibrational pat-
tern (comparison between figure 2(a)
and 2(b)). Emplacement of the bass bar
completely destroys the mode but later
sculpting of thepiece restores the vibra-
tional patternuntil a final configuration
is achieved(comparison between figure
2(c) and 2(d)); this is asymmetric but re-
sembles the initial one(CM. Hutchins,
1983). The asymmetry can be seen in
thefact that the vibrational maximum is
shifted from the centre of thebridge line
to theright of the top plate; that is, to-
wards the zonewherethe sound post of
the whole violin is located, as may be
seenin image b).

The other two characteristic modes
(#l, #2) are not subject to such dramatic
changes as regards their vibrational pat-
terns during the process of bass bar em-
placement and sculpting. However,
their frequencies are deviated from the
whole-octaveratios (#1: #2 :#5 in 1:2: 4).
It is not a problem, because wood carv-
ings can be found without well-defined
pitch tap tones. Nevertheless, we have
tried to follow C. M. Hutchins criteria
(198L1983). Thus, accuratereductions
in thicknessof the bar, different for each
material, have been studiedby finite ele-
ment analysis in order to restore these
harmonic ratios. The most important
results are summarized in Figure 3, de-
picting the frequency ratio between
mode#5 andmode #1 (fs/f i) for each top
plate material as a function of the rela-
tiveelimination of bar mass achieved in
sculpting thebar(Am/mo (%)) .

It may be seen that final tuning is at- which is the arching. Thus the carving
tained with a reduction of 35% of bar process has consisted of changes in
thickness for material 1 (withrespect to thickness distribution(following aswell
an initial sculptingcommonto all three Hutchins ideas). Within this specific
materials); 50% for material 3, and 25% situation, some aspects of the influence
for material 2. In view of the data on ofthe bass bar have beenstudied with re-
elastic parameters offered in Table 1, it spect to the anisotropy of the selected
may be seen that the lower the anisot- wood. Itis also truethat the distribution
ropy ofthe topplate material, theless re- of archings features a clear influence on
ductionin bass bar thicknessis required. the anisotropy of wood, but this work
Accordingly, low anisotropy spruce has focused on thebassbar.
woods require thicker bass bars, whose Regarding the transformation that the
effect on the inequality between longi- tuning process generatesin the natural
tudinal and transverse stiffness will per- modes of the free top and backplates, it
mit aneasier tuning. This maybeseen in is interesting to check whether the
the fact that before introduction of the sculpting methodwill, in fact, lead to a
bass bar with equal sculptingin all three thickness distribution that with less
materials, the whole frequency ratios mass will achieve a higher frequency for
are more deviated in the material with the #5 mode; that is, whether it will
the least anisotropy (1: 2: 3.8 for mate- maximise the {^/M ratio (where "t^" is
rial 3) and with a broader bar thedesired the frequency ofmode #5 and"M" is the
tuning canbeachieved. mass of the plate). This capacity of the

Summarising,onlysomeparticular ef- sculpting system affects the quality of
fects of the bass bar have been analyzed the violin positively, since it affords a
within certain fixed conditions. These light instrument that, however, will
conditions are Hutchins criteria regard- emit brilliant sounds guaranteedby the
ing vibrational patterns and frequency high values of theresonancefrequencies
harmonic relationships. Moreover, we of thebox. In theplate modelsexplored
havefixed the outerface of thetopplate, in thepresentwork, it was observedthat
Figure 3 ■ Values for theratio betweenthefrequencies of modes#1 and#5 of afree
violin plate plotted versus therelative elimination of bass bar mass achieved in its
sculpting process (Am/mo (%)). (": values for material 1; ■ : values for material 2;
♦:values for material 3)
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the thickness distribution leads to anin-
crease in the 15/Mratio; however, more
important is the increase elicited by the
addition of the bass bar. Thus, for exam-
ple, the 15/M value of 4.5 Hz/g of the
top plate made of material 1 before in-
stallation of the bass bar, rises to 4.9
Hz/g in thefinal configuration with the
sculptedbar.

Bar addition also leads to an increase
in the absolute value of the 15 eigenfre-
quency. Thus, in the case of material 1,
thefs value before the bar is introduced
is 305.0 Hz whereas its final value is
346.0 Hz. It is an aspect observed by
some researchers in good violins
(Alonso Moral, Jansson 1982). In the
sound box of these instruments high
resonance frequencies with light struc-
tures are always required with a view to
achieving a brilliant sound. In this sense,
controlled insertion of anappropriately
sculpted bass bar not onlysolves a struc-
tural problem of top plate robustness
but also allows its frequencies to be in-
creased considerably without dramati-
cally altering its vibrational patterns. It
is thereforenot surprising that on adapt-
ing old Baroque violins to the demands
of theRomantic virtuoso repertoire, the
light bass bars werereplaced by more ro-
bust ones (Baines, 1969).

Finally, figure (4) shows the experi-
mental response for a violin top plate
obtained by Richardson et al. (Richard-
son et al. 1987) accompanied by the ho-
mologous admittance curve calculated
in this work for the top plate made of
material 1. Despite the expected differ-
ences in frequency, the distribution of
resonance maxima in the spectrum,
points tofairly goodagreementbetween
the experimental and numerical results.
In this comparison three aspects are re-
markable. First, the outstanding reso-
nancemaximum associated with the §2
natural mode, whose increase in admit-
tance in the bridge zone is strongly af-
fected by the insertion of the bass bar
(Bretos, 1996). Second, the agreement
for the admittance maximum of the #5
annular mode is also remarkable. Both
in the experimentaland numerical cases,
this mode is the onewith the maximum
absolute amplitude value owing to its

circular vibrational pattern, which is re- we have carried out a detailed study of
stored even further with the emplace- certain effects of the bass bar on the top
ment of the bass bar. Finally, the maxi- plate of a violin. With the results ob-
mum due to the #8 natural mode, tained, together with the comparisons
located in thefrequency zoneabove 400 with experimental measurements and
Hz, is outstanding. These resonance observationsfrom other authors, it may
maxima are difficult to identify with the be confirmed that the bass bar, initially
corresponding mode since such modes introduced as a structural element, has a
are difficult to observe experimentally. noteworthy effect on theprocess of top
Finite element calculation is an impor- plate tuning. Its initial insertion is seen
tant tool for elucidating the vibrational to destroy the vibrational order estab-
pattern responsible for these uncata- lished in the sculpted top plate but its
loguedresonance maxima. sculpting later restores this vibrational

orderin a higher frequency range. It is
Conclusions especially interesting that its emplace-

Here, using finite element analysis, ment underthe topplatesplits thevibra-

Figure 4 ■ Comparison between experimental and calculated responses for a free
top violin plate, a) experimental spectrum obtained by Richardson et al. (1987); b)
spectrum calculated by finite elementanalysis.
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ISMA 2001
will beheld in Italy second weekSeptember, following the ICA conference.

Organizers

CIARM
The Interuniversity Centre for Acoustics and Musical Research (CIARM)

was established between the Universities of Bologna, Ferrara, and Padova, in
partnership with six Institutes of the National Research Council of Italy, for
thepurpose ofcoordinating andpromotingresearch in the jointfields ofmusic
andacoustics.

Contact: Domenico Stanzial e-mail: stanzial d@cnrfel.fe.cnr.it

the Catgut Acoustical Society
Contact: Maurits Hudig e-mail: catgutas@msn.com

Further announcementswill bemadein duecourse.
AWeb-site is beingestablished.
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TOWARD A NORMAL-MODE UNDERSTANDING
OF THE VIOLIN

George Bissinger
Physics Department

We describe a recently initiated, comprehensive project to: a) characterize the
mechanicalpropertiesofviolins, b) createalarge normal-mode-basedmechanicaland
acoustical database ofviolins over a wide quality range, c) statistically correlate
measured properties with concurrent qualitative judgmentsofeach violin, and d)
generate a comprehensive computer model particular to each violin capable of
simulatingthesoundofeachinstrument.

Acoustic string instruments and away, creating a highly undesirable gen- its qualitative evaluation, the ultimate
theirancillary componentssuch as erational "sawtooth" learning curve. aim is give makersmuch greatercontrol

bows have traditionally been the prod- overthe ultimate soundof theviolin,
uct of many decades of development Alternative Approach
from their conception to perfecting of We believethat a stagein the develop- Outline Of Project
the model. Violin development has es- ment of ourunderstandingofvibrations VIOCADEAS has multiple, comple-
sentially ceased and present models are has been reached where it is possible to mentaryelements:
built close to 300 year old forms, with do better than this,hopefully much bet- NormalModeDatabase
material choice usually settledby tradi- ter. We describe awide-rangingproject
tion. The maker's expectation is that that takes advantage of thefact that the
the desiredinstrumentperformance will violin behaves as a linear system and
follow upon taking the proper materi- hence its dynamic mechanical and
als, properly shaped, culminating in acoustical properties can be well de-
properly constructed substructures, scribed in terms of normal modes [I].
properly assembledinto thefinal instru- Why normal modes? Because when we
ment. Following these rules however measure the normal mode properties of
gives a whole that is still generally less a violin, at the most fundamental level
than the sum of its parts, requiring ex- we are investigating theproperties (den-
tended periods of playing and adjust- sity, geometry, damping and elastic
ment of the instrument to achieve its moduli) of the materials used tobuild it.
best, although typically still not opti- Our project is directed toward devel-
mal, performance. Building onthesame oping a computer-based "instrument/
form with the same archings, etc., with tool", hereinafter labeled VlO-

modal analysis of " 100violins with
automated non-loadingforce (ham-
mer-impact at the bridge) and a
scanning laser vibrometer as re-
sponse transducer at 400+ points,
andsimultaneous far-fieldradiation
measurements at 300+ points over
a sphere. It is essential to measure
many outstanding violins (in the
process literally "archiving" their
essential static and dynamic proper-
ties for as longas the databaseis sup-
ported), as well as some very bad
and mediocre violins for compari-
son.

carefully matched woods is no guaran- CADEAS (violin computer-aided de- QualitativeEvaluations
tee that violins will sound or play the sign, engineering and analysis system),
same. Andthere is anotheraspect of this that will have the potential to directly
problem not oftenmentioned. Thefor- aid the luthier in making instruments
midable woodworking and adjustment with the desired mechanical and acous-
skills of a goodluthier,and the years of tic properties, based onpredictable nor-
empirical, often intuitive,skill-building mal mode properties, and even "listen-
needed to successfully and reliably ing" to them before construction,
tweakviolins to their best are irretrieva- Guided by empirical links between the
bly lost when this individual passes normal mode properties of a violin and

concurrent standardized evalua-
tion procedure (see companion
paper in Journal) to help define the
quality of each violin including:
glossary of descriptive qualitative
terms, mechanical or acoustical in-
formation particular to eachviolin,
recording of each violin being
played throughscales andshortmu-

East Carolina University
Greenville,NC 27858
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sicalpassagesfor lateranalysis
Multivariatestatisticalanalysis

comes an instrument in and of itself, ca- The construction of facilities, pur-
pable of attacking such string instru- chase of equipment, and bringing all

to correlate normal mode proper- ment problems as: predicting trends in parts into an operative state will not be
tieswith qualitativeevaluation.

Materials Characterization:
soundassociatedwithmechanical modi- completeuntil thesummerof 1999. We
fications, modifying a mechanically ex- invite comment about each aspect of

CT scan of assembled violin to de- cellent—but acoustically deficient—in- this projectfrom researchersandmakers
termine shape, thicknesses, and strument to achieve a desired sound, and other interested parties—preferably
densities making "tonal copies" ofparticular vio- in an electronic forum for easy, cheap,
modal analysis ofeach violin to de- lins (embodying the essence of rapid reply and dissemination (e-mail
duce elastic moduli and global Schleske's technique (1996)), scaling an address: bissingerg@mail.ecu.edu).
damping, and to "update" com- instrument from onepitch range to an- B CASJ
puter model. other to maintain a certain character

Updated Computer (Finite Element) sound (the Octet!), investigating exotic
Model: composite/laminate/metal materials in ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

consolidate qualitative and quanti- traditional instrument designs, or even
tative (including material proper- designing new acoustic instruments We wishto acknowledgethesupportof'theNa-
ties) information for each database from "scratch". tbnalScienceFoundation (DMR- 9802656) and
violin VIOCADEAS will take approxi- the East Carolina University Research/ Creative
calculate entirestructural dynamics mately 5 years to complete its develop- Activity GrantsCommittee.
and acoustic radiation (via Bound- ment (although additional years will be
ary Element method) program required to optimize it). At that time REFERENCES
from violin,capable ofcoupled cal- there will be a multi-Gigabyte violin Bissinger, G. 1998. "Mode-ling the
culationsfor cavity modes,
simulate soundof instrument

data base for dissemination (in some as sound of the violin: the V-R model
yet undetermined form), a well-e- and the role of the soundpost", CAS

Physical(Vibration-Radiation)Model: quipped laboratory here at the Univer- JournalVol. 3, No. s(SeriesII): 29-37.
understand energy transmission sity complete with comprehensive data Schleske, M. 1996. "On making 'tonal
chain as bow energy=* acoustic en- acquisition capabilities, and high-level copies' of a violin,"CASJournal Vol.
ergy. computer capabilities for analysis and 3, No. 2 (Seriesll): 18-28.

When complete, VIOCADEAS be- abilityto simulate its sound.

Haines -STIFFNESSVALUES OF SPRUCEDETERMINEDBYULTRASONIC TESTS
(continuedfrompage 23)

Haines,D. W., Leban, J. M. and Herbe, urements on sampling of European
C. 1996. "Determination of Young's spruce and maple for violin top and
modulus for spruce, fir and isotropic back plates," CatgutAcoustical Society
materials by the resonance flexure Newsletter,No. 40: 28-30.
method with comparisons to static Lucchi, G. 1991. Advertisement of "Mi-
flexure and other dynamic methods," croprocessor" and "Mini Elasticity
WoodScience andTechnology, Vol.30: Tester" instruments in The Strad,
253-263. January 1991: 28.

Haines, D. W. and Leban, J. M. 1997. Schelling, J.C. 1963. "Theviolin as a cir-
"Evaluation of the MOE of Norway cuit,"/. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 35, No,
spruce by the resonance flexure 3: 326-338.
method," ForestProductsJournal, Vol.
47,No. 10: 91-93.

Hutchins, M. A. 1983. "Physical meas-

characterization of violins, including
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STIFFNESS VALUES OF SPRUCE DETERMINED BY
ULTRASONIC TESTS

Daniel W. Haines
Mechanical Engineering Department

Manhattan College

Ultrasonic testsyieldstiffness valuesfor sprucethatareabout 15%higher thanstiffness
valuesobtainedby othermeans. Comparableresultsareobtainedfor othersoftwoods.

Manytypesofwoodfor musical in-
struments have been tested for

stiffness, and the CAS Journal has pub-
lishedreports on anumber of thesestud-
ies (Haines 1979, M. A. Hutchins, 1983,
Bucur 1985). Oneproperty of particu-
lar interest is the stiffness along the
grain, and onesoftwood ofparticular in-
terest is spruce, the material of the top
plate of almost all string instruments in-
cluding piano soundboards. The ultra-
sonic method was used by Bucur to
determine stiffness. The ultrasonic
method is also the basis for the "Mini
Elasticity Tester" andrelated measuring
electronic measuring instruments adver-
tised and distributed by G. Lucchi
(1991). Haines and Hutchins reported
on stiffness tests by the resonance flex-
ure method; this method had also been
employed by Schelling (1963). The the-
ory underlying the application of these
two methods and static methods such as
tensile andflexure predicts that the stiff-
ness should be independent of the type
of test. However, the reported results
differ significantly; theresults obtained
from the ultrasonic tests are higher than
those obtained from the other tests. The
purpose of this note is to report that
these differences are to be expected and
to indicatemeans for comparing results
obtainedby the twomethods.

Wood stiffness can be expressed in
terms of Young's modulus as it can be
for many materials. The terms "modu-
lus of elasticity" and "MOE" are often

applied tothe samepropertyasYoung's
modulus. These terms are not used here
because there are several moduli of elas-
ticity, whereas Young's modulus is un-
ambiguous. Static tests are frequently
employed to determined wood stiffness
by wood scientists and engineers. Re-
sults from such static tests comparewell
and are widelyaccepted. The two most
commontests of this type arethe tensile
testand theflexure test.

Theease andrapidity of dynamictests
for thedetermination ofYoung'smodu-
lushaveenabled them togain acceptance
as useful alternatives to the static tests.
This state has been accelerated by the
availability of increasingly more power-
ful test apparatus. The ultrasonic test
and resonance test are examples of dy-
namic tests. I had the opportunity to
apply these tests and static tests to sam-
ples of Norway spruce. Thepurpose of
this project was to obtaina comparison
of Young's modulus as calculated from
theresults ofeach dynamic testand also
to compare those results with static
tests. The full reports of these tests ap-
peared in Wood Science and Technology
(Haines, et. al., 1996)and theForestProd-
ucts Journal(Haines andLeban, 1997). I
summarize theresults here.

Each test was analyzed using classical
equations of elastic behavior. Thereso-
nance flexure method and static meth-
ods matched closely. Agreement ob-
tained to within 1% was obtained for
spruce. The results from the ultrasonic

method are consistently higher, be-
tween 14% and 17% for spruce. Thus,
the resonance flexure, static flexure and
static tension results compare closely,
but the other dynamic test, ultrasonic
longitudinal, yields significantly higher
stiffness values. Selected samples of the
spruce tested in the 1979 report by
Haines were also tested by the ultra-
sonic and resonance methods and simi-
lar results found. Comparable results
wereobtained for other softwoods such
asfir andcedar.

The explanation for the higher values
for stiffness obtained from the ultra-
sonic methodappearstobe in theviscoe-
lastic character ofwood. The equations
used to calculate Young's modulus are
based on the assumption that the wood
is perfectly elastic which, like all materi-
als, it is not. Theviscoelastic properties
gain importance when a material is sub-
jected to dynamic excitation. The dy-
namic excitation of the ultrasonic
method is greater than the resonance
method, hence the greater deviation
from thestatic results, a CASJ
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THE MUSICAL ACOUSTICS RESEARCH LIBRARY
Gary P. Scavone

Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics
Department of Music, Stanford University

TheMusicalAcousticsResearchLibrary(MARL) isa collection ofindependent archives
or libraries assembled by distinguished groups or individuals in thefield ofmusical
acousticsresearch. MARL is directed byrepresentatives ofeach membercollection, in
conjunction with the Centerfor ComputerResearch inMusicandAcoustics(CCRMA)
at Stanford University, which maintains the contents ofeach library. Currently,
MARL is comprised ofthe CatgutAcoustical SocietyLibrary, theArthur H. Benade
Archive, theJohnBackus Archive,andtheJohnW. Coltman Archive.

repository for this library. each member/group representative is
"There is an urgentneedforan inter- The CAS research files provided the encouraged to take part in policy deci-
national library on musical acoustics initial component of what is now sions. CCRMA, as an equal partner in
— aplacewhere thepresentbody ofin- known as the Musical Acoustics Re- MARL, is committed to helping estab-

formation, which is scatteredall over searchLibrary (MARL). In order to at- lish the library as animportant resource
the world, can be assembled, stored, tract the greatest audience, CCRMA of musical acoustics knowledge for the
organized, catalogued, and made andCAS sought tobroaden the scopeof entire global acoustics research commu-
computeravailable. This should also MARL with contributions from other nity. A World Wide Web (WWW) site
be aplacewhere newfindings in mu- areas of musical acoustics. Discussions [[http://www-ccrma.stanford.edu/
sical acoustics can be added with an regarding the personal archives of Ar- CCRMA/ Collections/MARL/] has
active information centerforresearch thur Benade and John Backus, world been created for MARL, which will
andcorrespondence." leaders in the study of wind instrument serve as the primary means for dissemi-

C.M. Hutchins acoustics, wereinitiated in 1993. The re- nating information to the public about
1May 1990 search files of John Backus were ac- the various collections.

quiredin 1995.An agreement forthe es-

Taken from a memorandum to the tablishment of the Arthur H. Benade The Catgut Acoustical Society Library
general membership of the Catgut Archive wasreached in 1997.The Musi- The CatgutAcoustical Societywas es-

Acoustical Society (CAS), Carleen cal Acoustics Research Library was es- tablished in 1963, growing out of a col-
Hutchins' appealwaspart ofaneffort by tablishedto provide a single point ofref- laboration which began in the late 1950s
CAS thatbegan in the late 1980stoestab- erencefor thesevarious collections. The between Carleen M. Hutchins, Freder-
lish an appropriate long-term residence most recent addition to MARL, the ick A. Saunders, John C. Schelleng, and
for its vast acoustics research collection. JohnW. Coltman Archive, wasfounded Robert E. Fryxell. An informal gather-
From its founding in 1963, CAS began in April 1998. The archives of three of ing of twelve members in May 1963 at

compiling an extensiveset offiles regard- the most prominent wind instrument Hutchins' home was described in the
ing the work of such people as Louis acousticians of our time, together with first CAS Newsletter of 1 May 1964.
Condax, Robert Fryxell, Carleen the extensive string instrument re- One year later, a CAS meeting in New
Hutchins, and John Shelleng, to name sources of the CatgutAcousticalSociety York Citywas attendedby nearly fifty
justafew. Carleen envisioneda home for Library, position MARL as a primary people. Since then, CAS has grown in
the collection that would actively pro- musical acoustics reference resource in both membership andactivities. Theso-
mote andmake available the contents of theworld. ciety seeks to stimulate pioneering re-
thefiles asa valuable resourcefor the mu- Organizational activities of MARL search in acoustical principles and the
sical acoustics community at large. In are directed by Gary P. Scavone, with application of these principles to the
1992,the Centerfor Computer Research faculty representation by Max V. making offine stringed instruments, in-
in Music and Acoustics (CCRMA) at Mathews and Chris Chafe, the director eludingthe ViolinOctet.
Stanford University was selected as the of CCRMA. MARL is a collective and Over the years,CAS assembled an ex-

Stanford, California 94305-8180 USA
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tensiveset ofacoustics research files. By
1990, this collection had grown to en-
compass nearly 50 file drawers of infor-
mation, includingpublished and unpub-
lished papers, detailed laboratory
notebooks, photos, correspondences,
miscellaneous writings, and meeting re-
ports. The agreement reached with
CCRMA in 1992set in motion aneffort
to preserve this collection for future
generations, as well as to increaseits ac-
cessibility to the global musical acous-
ticsresearch community.

The transferal of the CAS library to
CCRMA, as well as thecataloguing of its
contents, is currently in process. Fully
search-able WWW pages have been cre-
ated which outline the library contents
for the more than 70 files on location at
CCRMA. In addition, anonline indexto
the Catgut Acoustical Society Newslet-
ters and Journals (1964 - 1994) has been
made available on this site. The collec-
tion also includes a complete set of the
CASJournalpublications.

The Arthur H. Benade Archive
Arthur H. Benade (1925-1987) was a

physicist whoseworkfocused especially
on the acoustics of woodwind and brass
instruments. His entire career (1952-
-1987) was spentas aprofessorat CaseIn-
stitute of Technology/Case Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio.
Benade supplemented his formal acous-
tics knowledge with experience gained
from playing modern and historical in-
struments. He was an accomplished
clarinetist and flute player. He also used
whatever hecould find of the vast infor-
mal and anecdotal knowledge that has
traditionally guided craftsmen andplay-
ers. His collection of over 130wind in-
struments helped him trace design
changes inwinds from theclassical era to
the present. As his understanding grew
he tested it via the design, construction,
and modification of instruments; some
that hemade or modifiedhave been used
by leading players andmanufacturers.

Benade's highly original work led to
greater understanding of mode conver-
sion in flared horns, arealistic yet mathe-
matically tractable model of the bore of
woodwind instruments based on the

acoustics ofa lattice oftoneholes, devel-
opment of the concept ofcutoff frequen-
cies for isotropic and anisotropic radia-
tion from a woodwind instrument, and
clarification ofboth linear andnonlinear
processes in musical instruments and
their interrelationships. He explored the
dynamics of musical sound radiation,
transmission behavior of sound in
rooms, and the nature of auditory per-
ception processesassociatedwith hearing
in rooms and concert halls. He was the
first researcher toattempt totreat the en-
tire tonal production process in wind in-
struments as a single entity comprised of
the influence of the player's windway,
thebehavior of the instrument's reed, air
column, andradiation, the actions of the
room on the sound, and theresponse of
the player's aural and neurological sen-
soryequipment.

Benade's writings include numerous
scientific papers and two books: Horns,
Strings andHarmony andFundamentals
of Musical Acoustics. Dover Books has
issued reprints of both volumes. He was
invited towrite two articles for Scientific
American magazine and entries for the
American Institute of Physics Encyclo-
pedia of Physics, the New Grove Dic-
tionary of Music and Musicians, and the
Academic Press Encyclopedia of Physi-
cal Science andTechnology.

Benade received the Acoustical Soci-
ety ofAmerica's Silver Medal (for musi-
cal acoustics) and Gold Medal (for over-
all excellence in acoustics). He served as
the Acoustical Society's Vice President
and also chaired its Technical Commit-
tee on Musical Acoustics. He was a
President of the CatgutAcoustical Soci-
ety; a member of the Technical Advi-
sory Committee of Pierre Boulez's In-
stitute pour Recherche et Coordination
Acoustique/Musique in Paris; an advi-
sor to the Dayton C. Miller Collection
of Flutes at theLibrary ofCongress; and
an Honorary Member of the National
Association of Band Instrument Repair
Technicians. He gave talks before many
scientific, educational, and musical or-
ganizations in the USA and Europe, in-
cluding a series in Stockholm sponsored
by the Swedish Royal Academy of
Music and the Plenary Session Lecture

in Musical Acoustics at the 9th Interna-
tional Congress onAcoustics in Madrid.
Benade died in Cleveland, Ohio, in
August 1987at the ageof62.

TheA. H. BenadeArchive consists of
his writings, research files, correspon-
dence, and miscellaneous course notes,
consulting projects, etc. The process of
organizingand cataloguing the contents
of the archive was recently begun by
Virginia Benade, the archive's represen-
tative. A fully search-able World Wide
Web site has been created which details
Benade's published work (books, pa-
pers, and abstracts) plus much that re-
mains unpublished, including somepa-
pers and book chapters, material Benade
circulated among his colleagues in
acoustics, outlines of talks he gave, and
slides he made to illustrate his lectures.
The various aspects of this WWW site
will beupdatedin anongoingmanner.

The John Backus Archive
John Backus was a research physicist

who trained under E. O. Lawrence at
the Berkeley Laboratories and was on
the faculty of the University of South-
ernCalifornia from 1945to 1980, where
he didresearch on gaseous discharges in
strong magnetic fields. In addition, he
organizedelementary courses inmusical
acoustics, thusbringing hisspecial inter-
ests in music into the laboratory. He
was a fine musician, playing the bas-
soon, clarinet, other woodwinds, and
thepiano aswell as conducting local or-
chestras. John received the Acoustical
Society of America's Silver Medal (for
musical acoustics) in 1986 "for pioneer-
ing research on the acoustics of wood-
wind and brass instruments and for
bridging the gap between acousticians
and musicians." John was an enthusias-
tic climber, having led climbs of all 268
mountains on the qualifying list of the
Hundred Peaks Section of the Sierra
Club ...six times each!

Backus' acoustic research interests
wereevident from anearly age. His sen-
ior thesis at Reed College was on the
building of an electronic music genera-
tor, one of the first in existence. It in-
volved theconstruction of a mechanical
harmonic analyzer in the machine shop,
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and from then on he continued tobuild
much of his own research equipment.
He investigated the acoustics of both
reedandbrass instruments. His greatest
contribution was toprovide fundamen-
tal data on the nonlinear flow control
properties of woodwindreeds. Also he
greatly improved the capillary method
for measuring the input impedance of
air columns - amethod widely exploited
by many researchers. Backus devoted
much time and effort to developingsyn-
theticreeds for woodwind instruments,
and he succeeded in producing clarinet
reeds thatwere judgedbyreedexpertsto
be ofexcellentquality.

His publications appeared in a broad
spectrumof journals, ranging from The
Physical Review to The Journal of
Music Theory. He contributed twelve
papers, plus numerousabstracts, letters,
andreviews,totheJournal of theAcous-
tical Society of America. He is best
known for his textbook, The Acoustical
Foundations of Music (W. W. Norton,
1969), oneof the first available textson
musical acoustics. John Backus diedon
28 October 1988 in the UCLA Medical
Center at theageof77.

Shortly after the establishment of the
Musical Acoustics Research Library at
CCRMA, theJohn Backus Archive was
created by combining files previously
organizedby CAS togetherwith materi-
als acquired from the Backus estate in
Los Angeles. The John Backus Archive
consists of published papers, correspon-
dence, laboratory notebooks,bookrevi-
sion notes, and files with regard to his
synthetic reeds. A fully searchable
World Wide Web site has been created
whichdetails these contents.

The John W. Coltman Archive
Dr. John W. Coltman, physicist and

retired research executive of the West-
inghouse Electric Corporation, has de-
voted much of his spare time to the
studyof theflute in its musical, histori-
cal and acoustical aspects. His research
inmusical acoustics has contributed sig-
nificantlytowhat is known today about
the behavior of the flute and organ
pipes. In his professional career Dr.
Coltman has received many honors for

his invention and development of the
x-ray image amplifier, now universally
used in medical fluoroscopy. He is a
member of the National Academy of
Engineering, holds 22 patents and has
publishedsome 70 technical papers.

John W. Coltman received his
bachelor's degree in physics at Case
(now Case Western ReserveUniversity)
in 1937and his Ph.D. in nuclearphysics
at the University ofIllinois in 1941. Im-
mediately afterward he joined the Re-
search Laboratories of the Westing-
houseElectricCorporation, engagingin
wartime research in microwave magne-
trons. Later he invented and developed
thex-ray image amplifier. For this work
he hasreceived the Longstreth Medal of
the Franklin Institute, the Roentgen
Medal of the German Roentgen-mu-
seum in Remscheid, Germany, and the
Gold Medal of the Radiological Society
ofAmerica.

Coltman took up the study of the
flute in early school years, playing in
college and graduate school, and has
continued as an active participant in
amateur musical activities. While a stu-
dent at Case hisacquaintance with Prof.
Dayton C. Miller sparked an interest in
the acoustical and historical aspects of
the instrument, and in the 1950s he
began a collection of instruments of the
flute family which nownumbers about
200. A little later he started inquiries
into the mechanisms of sound produc-
tion of these instruments, establishing a
small laboratory in his home to pursue
this work as a hobby. Several of his pa-
pers onthissubjecthave contributed sig-
nificantly towhat is known today about
the acousticsof theflute and organpipe.

The John W. Coltman Archive is the
mostrecent addition toMARL andcon-
tains published papers,reportsprepared
as papers, reviews, correspondence,
laboratory notebookmaterial, and com-
puter programs. Dr. Coltman has
nearly completed the process of cata-
loguing the contents of his files. The
John W. Coltman Archive World Wide
Web site is in its final stagesof develop-
ment, though periodic updates will
occur.

MARL Activities
The primary ongoing activities of

MARLarecenteredonthe development
of a uniform database system torecord
the sub-collection catalogue informa-
tion, as well as the creation of World
Wide Web (WWW) pages for the dis-
semination of the librarycontents to the
global musical acoustics community.
The MARLWWW pages currently pro-
vide Internet access to overviews of the
materials available at CCRMA. When
requestsfor particular documentsarere-
ceived, those documents are being
scanned and converted to Portable
Document Format (PDF) files using
Adobe Capture® software and subse-
quently linked to appropriate locations
within the MARL WWW pages. Un-
fortunately, we are unable to digitize
copyrighted materials such as journal
publications. The files at CCRMA are
also available for on-site perusal by ap-
pointment.

MARL activity is coordinated at

CCRMAbyGaryP. Scavone andorgan-
izational decisions are made by agree-
ment amongthe representatives of each
membercollection. Activities are ongo-
ing for the addition of new collections
to MARL. Anacoustics advisory board,
consisting of prominent researchers
from various specialties in musical
acoustics, has been established to assist
the MARLrepresentatives with matters
requiring acoustical expertise.

Activities are also ongoing to publi-
cize theexistenceofMARL, both to the
musical acoustics community as well as
the generalpublic. BCASJ
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ON THE ACOUSTICAL PROPERTIES OF
VIOLIN VARNISH

Martin Schleske
Workshop for Violin Making

Seitzstrasse 4, D-80538 Mtinchen, Germany

Variousprimers, varnish ingredients, and varnishrecipes commonly used in violinmak-
ingwere examinedtodetermine their tonalqualities. Thecarriermaterialwas spruce cut into
200 strips, both along-grain andcross- grainstrips. Measurements were made ofthe effect of
various varnish coatings on two vibrationcharacteristics ofthestrip—stiffness anddamping.
Thestripswere either 2mmor3 mmthick, corresponding to the thicknessesfoundin the violin
topplates.

Measurements were made ofthe eigenfrequenciesanddamping values ofeach stripat each
coatingofprimerorvarnish. Results arepresented asapseudo velocityofsound(squareroot of
theratio ofstiffness andthemassofthestrip)andalossfactor.

Different varnishes andtreatmentshada substantial effecton stiffness anddampingprop-
erties ofthe wood, especially cross-grainspecimens. The lossfactors r\ measured 9yearsafter
treating thestripsrangedfrom 0.89 to 4. 1 thatoftheuntreated wood. Thevelocity ofsoundc
variedfrom 0.92 to 1.27ofthe untreated wood. These values take into accounta correction
thatresultsfrom measurementsof2ountreatedreference strips(also measuredafter9years).

MeasuringFrequencyResponse Functions anddoing modalanalysis ofaviolin before and
after varnishingshow that theresults obtainedby the strip method seem to be transferable to
theapplication ofvarnishto theviolin. Accelerancelevels ofthevarnishedviolinare changed
(on averageby -2.6 dB), eigenfrequenciesareshifted (in a range of±6%), lossfactors change (as
muchas 75 %), andmodeshapes areclearlymodified inthehigherfrequency range(1500Hz).

uite often violin varnish is polish rather than of a beautiful, bril- terials to be those used in making vio-
thought to have acoustical conse- liant shine.) lins. The measured effect will also de-

quertees that are the secret ofviolin tone. A specimen of wood treated with a pend on thethickness of thecarrier ma-
Aftercomparing the similarities and dif- varnish can have modified elastic prop- terial. The measured effect will
ferences in the workmanship of the old erties—stiffness, increased density, and understandably be small on a thick
masters, the Hill brothers come to the modified damping properties. These woodspecimen; whereas, it will be quite
conclusion that the characteristic tim- changes will be revealedwhen the speci- large on athin pieceofwood. Because of
bre ofthe instruments of the oldmasters mens are vibrated at theirresonance fre- the anisotropic nature of wood, the ef-
is a result of the varnish (Hill 1963, p. quencies. Also, the varnish, by closing feet of the varnish coat will be very dif-
-180). Sacconi reports on instruments of the surface pores of the wood, can affect ferent in thealong-graindirection of the
Guarneridel Gesu for which a change in the sound radiation of the specimen at fibers thanin thecross-grain direction.
varnish ruined the response (Sacconi higherfrequencies.
1981,p.154).

As a result of these considerations,
violin spruce was chosen as the carrier
material. Two thicknesses, 2 and3 mm,
were used. Specimens oriented in the
along-grain and in the cross-grain direc-

In general, varnish serves three pur- Method
poses—beauty, protection, and tone.
This investigation focuses on tone. (Of CornerMaterial
course,persons applying varnish in the The acoustical influenceofvarnish de- tion were prepared. The along-grain
violin maker's workshopshould beware pends on the carrier material to which strips were 280 mm long and 30 mm
of suchan unbalanced view. A varnish the varnish is applied. The effect wide. The cross-grain direction strips
that shows exemplary acousticalproper- achieved dependson theway thevarnish were 130 mm long and 30 mm wide,
ties is goodfor nothing if it chips off at connects with the surface of the wood. The frequency of the first free-free vi-
the softest touch, orreminds oneofshoe Thus, it is important for thecarrier ma- bratingmode was about250 Hz.
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TestEnvironment andMeasurementUn-
certainties

The tests were made in an uncon-
trolledenvironment—the climate of the
mountains of southern Germany. The
test specimens all came from the same
log which had been carefully seasoned
about 7years. It is known that suchsea-
soning makes the wood less sensitive to
changesofclimate and humidity.

The purpose ofthis work was to show
the great variations possible in the rela-
tive influences of varnish on acoustical
properties. All the specimens were
tested at the same time under the same
conditions. Application techniques
were those of a trained violin maker.
No additional efforts weremade to con-
trol depth of penetration, etc. Twenty
untreated specimens were tested at the
sametimes.

The measured effects of the varnish
treatments were large compared to the
changes in the untreated specimens.
Mass changes in theuntreatedspecimens
were 4 per cent or less, while mass
changes in the treatedspecimens were as
high as 12and 13 per cent. Changes in
the ratio of stiffness/mass ranged up to
40% while in the untreated specimens
thisratio rarely reached4%. Changesin
the loss factor exceeded +300 percent in
some treated specimens but only + 4 per
cent(along-grain) or -55 percent (cross-
grain) in theuntreated specimens.

Fromthe 20 untreatedreferencestrips
correction factors were calculated
(Table 3, columns 8 to 11). These cor-
rection factors weretaken into account
in the diagrams, which means that all
values of the measured specimens were
multiplied by the measured correction
factors. (The clear decrease of cross-
grain loss factors of the untreated refer-
encestrips after 9 years might have been
caused by a further drying of the wood
and by climate changes). Thus, the re-
sults of this work provide some useful
information to theviolin maker.

Specialcare was takentobeconsistent
in the application of each coat of each
treatment (painting, wiping, etc.). In
order toestimate the degreeof uniform-
ity, two strips at a time were used for
eachtreatment in the test ofvarnishreci-

pes. The diagram values show the aver-
agevalues of the two strips treatediden-
tically ("twins"). Although special care
was takento be consistent in the applica-
tion, Table 3, column 4 to 7, show that
there is a considerable difference be-
tweenthe "twins": up to afactor of 0.71
for velocity ofsound (along-grain, thick-
ness 3 mm) and 0.55 for loss factor
(cross-grain, thickness 2 mm). Compar-
ing the differences of all the "twins" as
measured 4 years after the treatment
with the differences after 9 years shows
that most of theuncertainty is causedby
differences in theconsistency ofapplica-
tionrather thanby measurement uncer-
tainties orclimate changes.

Differences in thevalues for two strips
treated identically often surpass the
value differences among recipes. The
fact that there is such considerable dif-
ference is of high interest for the violin
maker: it shows that in order to achieve
a distinct tonal aim there should be
taken at least as much focus on how to
varnish the violin (absorption depth,
coat thickness, brush technique, etc.) as
on what to varnish it with. This obser-
vation is also justified by the measure-
ments of different absorption depths as
discussedbelow.

Measurement
A determination of the influence of a

selected varnish is possible only if, first
of all, the values of the untreated strips
are determined, a portion of the un-
treated strips are then varnished and,
after a certain drying period, the values
of the treated strips are then compared
with theuntreated ones.

The strips were softly supported at
the two nodal lines of their first free-free
bending mode, which was around 250
Hz. Eigenfrequenciesand the frequency
spreadat thehalfpeakpoints weremeas-
ured with the help of a structural dy-
namics analyzer (Hewlett Packard
Model 5423A). The strips were excited
with a small impact hammer (PCB
086C80). The response was measured
with a sound level meter. The transfer
function, which is calculated by Fast
Fourier transformation software, shows
the frequency response curve of each

strip. From the eigenfrequency and the
half width measurements, properties
were determined that are independent
of thesize ofthe samples.
Calculation

Theformula for thefirst free-free fre-
quency of a beam ofhomogeneous ma-
terial andofconstant thickness is

The second termcontains the critical
dimensions of thebeam. Thefirst term,
the square root of the material stiffness
divided by the material density, de-
scribes the dependence of thefrequency
on theproperties of thematerial. An as-
sumption is made that the change in di-
mensions of the specimens when the
varnish is applied will be so small that it
can be ignored. An assumption is also
made that thechanges caused by the var-
nish application can be properly de-
scribed and evaluated by calculating an
equivalent square root of E overD as
though the varnished wood specimen
werehomogeneous. Since thetest mod-
els the actual vibrating situation in the
violin, this simplifying assumption still
permits relative comparison of var-
nishes on a realistic basis. The test re-
sults arepresented as changes to the ve-
locity of sound, calculated as described
above. The velocity ofsound of the un-
treated strips varied from around 5000
m/s to 6200 m/s in the along-grain strips
and from 1000 to 1600 m/s for the
cross-grain strips.

The loss factor is a measureof the ab-
sorbed energy per cycle of vibration to
thetotal energyin the vibrating strip. It
can be determined by the width of the
resonance peak: the narrower the peak
the lower the loss factor. Common
practice is to measure the width of the

3.8 E_ h_f ~ fY2\D*l}

wheref = frequency
E = Young's modulusof

elasticity of thematerial
D = density
h = thickness
L = length
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resonance peak at the point where the theratio ofstiffness tomass. Such anim-
energy in the vibrating system is one provement will be indicated by an in-
half that of thepeakenergy—minus 3dß crease in the eigenfrequency ofthe strip,
whenthe energyis plotted on a logarith- Establishinga targetfor thedesiredloss
mic scale. The loss factor is the ratio of factor is a more difficult process. One
the frequency width at the minus 3dß must decidein thiscase which tonal char-
position to thepeak frequency. It is di- acteristics one wants to emphasize and
rectly proportional to the percent loss which toreduce. A decreasein lossfactor
ofamplitude per cycle that the vibrating increases the amplitudes of the vibration
strip would lose if the vibration werede- peaks of the instrument but also makes
caying naturally. The loss factor for the them narrower. A varnish that causes
untreated strips varied from 0.005 to such a decreaseof damping when applied
0.007 in the along-grain strips and from to an instrument will increase efficiency
0.017 to0.021 in thecross-grain strips. andpromote a louderbutpossibly unbal-

anced sound; whereas, an increase of
Tonal Interpretation of Acoustical damping broadens the resonance peaks
Modifications so that dips in soundbetween resonance

The velocity of sound is an important peaks are not so deep. The sound level
indicatorof the acoustical quality ofa vi- will be reduced but the sound will be
brating material. A violinplate made of more balanced and the instrument may
wood with high velocity of sound has a respond more easily. A studyby Lotter-
higherratio ofstiffness tomass thanone moser(1958) describes the dependenceof
with a low velocity of sound. This eigenfrequencies on loss factors and on
means that the target resonance goals, transientphenomena.
for example, tap tones, can be achieved
with smaller thicknesses and, therefore, An Introductory Example
with lessweight. Such a violinplate will The first example gives anidea ofhow
be easier to excite and will produce a much the resonance properties of a
greater radiation of sound. A logical cross-grain spruce strip of 3mmthick-
goal for varnishing is to try to improve ness can be modified by several thin

coats of asolution ofresin in turpentine
Figure 1■ Changes ofresonanceproperties ofaspruce strip (3 mmthickness,cross-
grain) causedby a turpentine-oil varnish. Dashed line: Frequency ResponseFunc-
tion (FRF) ofuntreatedstrip. Solidline: FRF ofvarnishedstrip.

oil (see Figure 1). When the spectrumof
the untreatedwood(dashed line) is com-
pared with the spectrum of the var-
nished wood (solid line), one finds that
the eigenfrequencyrose from 505 Hz to
582 Hz, increasing the calculated veloc-
ity ofsound by 15.2%from 1343m/s to
1548m/s.

Also, thehalfwidth at the -3 dB hasin-
creased, the peak amplitude has de-
creased, and thecalculated lossfactor has
increasedby 144%from 0.0214to 0.052.
This varnish treatment had an extreme
damping effect.

Primer
The primer is in a different category

from the varnish. Itis absorbed into the
poresof the wood. The varnish, applied
after theprimer, lies onthe surface ofthe
wood. The following substances were
investigated asprimers:

alizarin in alcohol, bone glue, egg
white, Greek pitch, lixivinum
(NaOH), nitric acid, propolis in al-
cohol, synthetic resin, and wa-
ter-glass.

Several oils werealso testedasprimers:
almond oil, grape seed oil, jojoba
oil, linseed oil, peanut oil and pop-
pyseedoil.

Those primers that were wiped on
weredonewith a cloth. Theapplication
wasrepeated afterfour months . The test
data were taken after a dryingperiod of
four and nine years. Figure 2 shows the
percentagechange in velocity of sound
and loss factor for both cross-grain and
along-grainstrips.

In general the changes in cross-grain
strips are far more significant than those
in the along-grain strips. The loss factor
changes much more than velocity of
sound. In general, the effects of the oils
are quite similar. There is a strong in-
crease in the cross-grain fiber loss factor.
The velocity of sound in the along-grain
fiber directionwas significantlyreduced.

InFigure 2 the data points for cross-
grain and along-grainstrips for each sub-
stance are connected with lines: the
angle of gradient shows the change of
the spruce's anisotropy. In untreated
(German) spruce the velocity of sound
along thegrain (average about 5500 m/s)
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Figure 2 ■ Influence ofvarious primers on "velocity of sound" c (horizontal scale)
andloss-factor r| (vertical scale) of spruce strips with a thickness of3 mm.Effect on
cross-grain strips: black data points, effect on longitudinal-grain strips: white data
points. All measurementsnineyears after treatment.
It shows that

thecross-grain effect is clearly higher thanthe longitudinal-graineffect
theeffectonloss-factor r| is clearly higher than onvelocityofsoundc.
the grain-directionalanisotropy ofn increaseswithpriming thewood,

in most cases the grain-directional anisotropy of c decreaseswith priming the
wood. This is dueto the stiffeningeffect in cross-grain direction of the wood.
Thedegreeofdecreasing canisotropy dependshighly ontheprimer used.

For example: While propolis in alcohol [a] causes a cross-grain increase of c of 3.6
percent and at the same time an along-grain decrease of c of-4 percent, peanut oil
causes -0.3 percent cross-grain decrease and -0.6 percent along-grain decrease of c.

is 3.5 times as high as across the grain. pendsconsiderablyontheprimerused.
The loss factor in the cross-grain direc- The influences of the various sub-
tion (average about 0.022) is 3 times as stances must be examined one by one.
highas along the grain. "Greek pitch" (the thickened substance

The primers shown in Figure 2ingen- existing after turpentine oil is left to
eral cause an increase of the grain- standfor a long time) caused the greatest
directional loss factor anisotropy. Fur- increase of loss factor cross-grain
thermore, it shows thatin mostcases the (104%) . A synthetic resin (Clou DDS)
grain-directional anisotropy of the ve- caused the greatestincreasein the veloc-
locity of sound decreases with priming ityof sound(16.7%) cross-grain. Treat-
(and varnishing) the wood. This is due ing the spruce with 65% concentrated
to the stiffeningeffect in the cross-grain nitric acid (which according to most
direction. The extent of the decreasein textbooksshould destroy thefibers) and
the anisotropy ofvelocity of sound de- heatingit overa flame causes the largest

increase in along-grain velocity of
sound, 2.3% 1. At thesame time this acid
treatment causes the largest increase of
along-grain loss factor, + 65%four years
after treatmentwhich fell to +35% after
nine years. The increase of along-grain
velocitystayed constantoverthis time.

The influence of absorption depth
into the wood

The difference between wiping the
primer on the wood and soaking the
strip was explored using linseed oil and
water glass. The cross-grain loss factor
was strongly increased by soaking. (See
Table!.)

This experiment indicates that soak-
ing wood in a primer should be used
only when a drastic decrease in stiffness
and increase in damping is intended.

Resins
The main ingredients of violin var-

nish are resins dissolved either in alco-
hol, essential oil, orfatty oil. Most var-
nish recipes use several resins.
However, a base line series of tests was
to tryoneresin ata time in the appropri-
atevehicle. In each case 2 grams ofresin
was dissolved in 10ml of solvent. The
followingresins wereselected:

In alcohol: alizarin,arabicum gum,
benzoin, colophony, copal, juniper
gum, propolis (the resin produced
by bees), sandarac, shellac, and Ve-
netianturpentine-balsam
In essential turpentine oil: amber,
dammar, mastic,andmeltedcopal
Inwater: gumresin myrrh.

Cross-grain strips wereused of 3 mm
thickness. As a primer, a very thin layer
of the precipitated part of whisked egg
white was wiped onto the surface of the
strips. Nevertheless, the first two var-
nish coats were mostly absorbed into
the wood. Seven varnish coats wereap-
plied with several days between each
coat. The final results after a nine year
dryingperiod are giveninFigure 3 .

Thefollowing general statements can

Caution! This chemicalreaction causes extremely
harmfulgases! Try experimentsof thiskind only
outdoorsandwithasuitablegasmask!
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Table 1■ The influence ofabsorption depth into the wood
Spruce strips, thickness 3 mm, treated 1988.Changes against the untreatedwoodin
percentmeasured 1997(1994)

Figure 3 ■ Influence of various resins (six coats each) on "velocity of sound" c
(horizontal scale) and loss-factor r\ (verticalscale) against the untreated wood. All
measurements nine years after varnishing. Note that those resins dissolved in
turpentine oil [T] need a much longer drying period (several years) to reach the
plotted values than those resins dissolved in alcohol [A]. Strips: spruce cross-grain
orientation,thickness 3 mm.

X mastic[T]

bemade about theresults:
The resins dissolved in essential oil
cause a higher increase in mass than
those dissolved in alcohol—up to
7%increase compared to anaverage
of about 1%. In some cases (ali-
zarin, Arabicum gum, and even ju-
niper gum and myrrh) there was a
reduction ofmass within the drying
period, perhaps due to chemical ac-
tion andevaporation.
Theresins dissolved in essential oil
(mastic, dammar, andmelted copal)
still cause a distinct increase in the
loss factor of more than 50% com-
pared with the untreated wood
after a drying period of 4 years;
whereas, after 9 yearsa considerable
decrease of loss factor can be ob-
served. This indicates the long-time
effect ofessential oil as a solvent.

Amber dissolved in turpentine
oil is an exception. In contrast to
the other resins dissolved in essen-
tial oil, amber causes a decrease of
loss factor of -11.3 % afterfour years
drying, and a decrease of -25.6%
after nine years drying compared
with the untreated cross-grain strip
(3 mm thickness). The strips var-
nishedwith resins dissolved in alco-
hol showed a decreaseof loss factor
evenwithin afew days.

Several synthetic resins were tested and
comparedwith thetraditional natural res-
ins. The average increase in mass was
about 3%. The velocity of sound in-
creased in every case with the greatest
being polyesterwith + 16.0% after9years
drying (+ 15.0% afterfour years) down to
+4.8% (+4.l%)forZappon. Thelossfac-
tor varied from + 11.8% (28.4%) for DD
to -10.6% (-9.1%) for Zappon. The loss
factor varied from +11.8% (28.4%) for
DDto -10.6% (-9.1%)for Zappon.

Theseresins areclearly not as interest-
ingas the natural resins, for the range of
propertyvariations is not as greatin any
category. Therefore, they offer the vio-
lin maker less freedom of choice in his
workon toneformation.

In all test cases, the influence of the
resin increased with the number of
coats. In thosevarnishes with alcohol as
the solvent the influence of thefirst two

Measurement Grain Orien- Substance Soaked Wiped
tation

loss factor cross linseedoil +333 (+372) + 20(+4l)
lossfactor cross waterglass +56(+4l) +8 (+5)
lossfactor along-grain linseedoil + 15(+2) -7 (+9)
lossfactor along-grain waterglass +37 (+52) +28 (+5)
velocity ofsound cross linseed oil -8.4(-6.4) -0.3 (+0.2)
velocityofsound cross waterglass -1.8 (-1.4) +0.5 (+0.1)
velocity ofsound along-grain linseed oil -5.6 (-5.3) -0.3 (+0.2)
velocity ofsound along-grain waterglass -1.1-1.0 + 0.1 (+0.5)
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coats is clearly greater than that of the
subsequent coats.

but it will break if it is bent fast. If Concerning this challenge (and at the
melted above 170°C, it will always be sametime danger), alcohol varnishes are
brittle. Both the acoustical and also the far less complicated because they are
mechanical properties (such as flaking- morecalculable. But as it is possible to
off or keeping permanent fingerprints) getor evensurpass theiracousticproper-
ofvarnish cooked ofsuchresins depends tieswith essentialoil varnishes and espe-
highly on the melting conditions—tern- daily because of their visual attractive-
perature, melting time, shape of the ness, the author prefers to use essential
melting pot, frequency of stirring. All oil varnishesfor his instruments.

Components in the Complex Recipes
It was astonishing tofind that the ef-

fect caused by the ingredients individu-
ally did notnecessarily correspond with
the effect caused by a varnish made out
of several of these ingredients. The ef-
fect is very obvious in an essential oil
varnish that is sometimes used at the
Geigenbauschule Mittenwald. It con-
sists ofmelted copal, dammar, and mas-
tic cooked in oxidized turpentine oil
with a small amount of linseed oil. (See
Appendix B). All of these ingredients
have an extreme effect on damping
whenappliedseparately, yet thevarnish
made from the above ingredients causes
little change in damping. (Note that the
varnish was stored for several years be-
fore application, which is advisable for
all essential oil varnishes.) Figure 4
shows theeffects of the ingredients(grey
data points) compared to the effect of
the varnish, both after 4 years of stand-
ingafterapplication. In thefirst months
after application, there was even a de-
creasein lossfactor!

these alter the temperatureprofile of the
melted resin and thus its properties Varnish Recipes and Results
when later used as a component of the Some simplification is necessary be-
varnish. If one allows different cause of the enormousnumber and vari-
temperature-layers in the melting proc- ety of possible and recommended reci-
ess, it is evenpossible to obtaina combi- pes. From bothanhistorical perspective
nation of properties out of the same and from acoustical property perspec-
resin. Manyancient striking remarks in tive a classification has been made into
historical varnish recipes such as the three groups.
kind offire, a very certain shape ofpot, I. Alcoholvarnishes
time ofstirring, etc. seemto have a very 11. Essential oil varnishes, e.g. turpen-
sensitive background. Certainlytherec- tine oil
ipeitself is onlyhalfof thetruth. 111. Fatty oil varnishes, e.g. linseedoil

The violinmaker must carefully
watch the melting and cooking process For Group I - three examples were cho-
of his varnish in order to achieve con- sen ofresins dissolvedin alcohol:
stant acoustic results. Finally, only test 1.A.1
measurements (such as carefully listen- Primer: bone glue, historically used in
ing to the tap tone ofvarnished wooden Mittenwald
strips) will make sure what kind of Varnish: six resins, mainly based on
acoustic properties he has achieved. shellac; sometimes still in use in the
Comparing the extremely different Geigenbauschule,Mittenwald
acoustic effects of the two essential oil 1.8.1

In general, it appears to be easier to
predict the performance of an alcohol
varnish from the performance of its
componentsthan theperformance of an
oil varnish.

varnishes lIA and 118 in the next section Primer andVarnish: Both basedon gum
shows that there is a wide acoustic pal- resin myrrh as recommended by

There seems to be an obvious reason
for the clearly different acoustic effects
of single component versus complex
recipes, as well as for the enormous dif-
ferences amongvarious essential oil var-
nishes; namely, the process of making
the varnish. Many resins that are used
for essential (as well as fatty) oil var-
nishes must be melted before cooking.
This is particularly truefor theVenetian
turpentine used in the "Sacconi" var-
nish. Myexperiencewith melting Vene-
tian turpentine (as well as larchresin) is
that the mechanical properties of the
cooledresin are highly dependentonthe
melting temperature andcooking time.
Theunmeltedresin has the consistency
of honey. If theresin is melted at 120°C
andafterwards cooled, it still will besoft
and flexible. If melted at about 140° C
and cooled, theresin can be bentslowly,

ettefor treating aviolin. Aracelian(1965)

Figure 4 ■ A varnish andits ingredients. Changesofvelocity ofsound(horizontal
scale) versus changes of loss factor (vertical scale) against the untreatedwood. Data
point numbers: changes of loss factor. Strips: spruce cross-grain orientation;
thickness 3 mm.
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1.C.1
Primer: casein as sometimes used as a

groundfor painters
Varnish: ready-made "Retouchierlack"

by aviolin varnishdealer

For Group II - two examples were cho-
sen ofresins dissolvedin essential oil:

11.A.1
Primer: sandarac in oil of lavender - ac-

cording to Bonnani (Rome 1713)
Varnish: mastic, dammar and melted

copal with a little linseed oil added to
the turpentine oil, in use in the Gei-
genbauschule,Mittenwald

11.8.l
Primer: waterglass and "whitevarnish"

with the liquid part thatsettles when
beaten egg white is allowed to stand
for two hours. (For the influence of
beaten egg white, see Figure 2 data
point "eggwhite") .

Varnish: propolis and Venetian turpen-
tine, dissolvedin spike oil, both as rec-
ommendedbySacconi (1981)

For Group 111- two examples were cho-
sen ofresins dissolved in fatty oil:

111.A.l
Primer: warmwalnut oil
Varnish: colophony and Venetian tur-

pentine in walnut oil: taken from
Baese (1987) ("Zanetto")

111.8.l
Primer: linseed oilwith bone glue
Varnish:
a) mastic andVenetian turpentine in lin-

seedoil.
b) amber in linseed oil. both from Baese

(1987)

All of the combinations were tested
both on cross-grain and along-grain
spruce strips of both 2.0 and 3.0 mm
thickness. Two coatsof allprimers were
applied a week apart. Six coats of var-
nish were applied for the Group I and
Group 11. Four coats of Group 111 var-
nishes were applied because each coat
was thicker. For varnish 11181 thefirst
coat wasvarnish lIIBa and thefollowing
three coats were varnish lIIBb. The
author used ultra violet lights to speed
thedrying cycle.

Figures 5a to 5d show the changes of

velocity ofsound (horizontal scale) ver-
sus the changes of loss factor (vertical
scale) for the varnished strips compared
to the untreatedfour spruce strip types

3 mmand 2 mm thickness) as measured
after a drying period aftervarnishing of
four years (white datapoints) and nine
years (black datapoints). Several points
canbe made by studying theresults.

Acoustical Properties: Enormous dif-
ferences in the acoustic properties are
possible by selecting appropriate var-
nish applications. The data suggest a
range of loss factors from -12% (varnish
IB) to +306% (IIB) cross-grain and from
-10% (IB) to +88% (IIB) along-grain.
The velocity of sound changes from -
3.1% (IIIA) to +26.7% (IC) cross-grain
and from -8.3% (IIIB) to no change (IB)
along-grain.

Comparing the four years changes
with those after a nine year drying pe-
riod, all varnishes (with one exception)
have the tendency to further decrease
loss factor and increase velocity of
sound (and thusstiffness)—see the angle
ofgradient of connection lines between
white and black data points. This de-
crease of damping and increase of stiff-
ness is evenclearly correct for the fast
drying alcohol varnishes (group I), as
can be seenby the considerable lengths
ofconnection lines. Thefurther drying
and hardening of alcohol varnish has
pushed theloss factor to -10% (IB; along-
grain; 2 mm) after nine years from
+2.6% after four years drying. And the
high damping of 1118 at + 246% (cross-
grain, 3 mm) afterfouryears has fallen to
+ 185% afternineyearsof drying.

Stiffness: All varnishes reduce the ani-
sotropy of the wood as they stiffen the
wood cross-grain and weaken thewood
along-grain. (The only varnish which
weakens the wood cross-grain (IIIA)
weakens still more along-grain) . It is not
possible to predict the stiffness effect in
one direction by knowing the effect in
the other direction: VarnishIC causes a
clearly highercross-grain stiffening than
IA but at the same timereduces stiffness
along-grain more thanlA. It isthe same
with 1118 andlIIA.

Lossfactor: All varnishes increase ani-

sotropyby afactor ofabout 3, as theyin-
crease loss factor cross-grain three times
as much as along-grain. (The vertical
scale of Figures 5c and 5d had to bewid-
ened by a factor of 3 to give the data
points about the same vertical diagram
positions as in the along-grain diagrams
Figures 5aandsb.

Wood thickness: The testresults show
that the along-grain effect is rather in-
sensitive to wood thickness. In along-
grain direction the varnishes all cause
similar changes of stiffness and loss fac-
tor whether applied on 2 mm or on 3
mmwoodstrip thickness.

This is different in the cross-grain di-
rection. In most cases varnish causes a
much higher increase of cross stiffness
the thinner the wood is. On average in
cross direction the increase of stiffness
on 2 mm is twice as high as on 3 mm
woodstrip thickness. (It varies between
equal increase (IIB), twice (IB; IC; IIA;
IIIB) and three times (IA)). The affected
loss factor differencescomparing 2and3
mm wood thicknesses range between
equal effect on 2 mm and 3 mm thick
strips to (IA; IIA; IIIB) twice the effect
(IB;IC;IIB).

As the varnish effect in the important
cross direction is highly sensitive to
wood thickness, the violin makerhas to
bear in mind the performance of the
primer and varnish he will use later
when giving the violin a certain thick-
ness graduation, especially when usinga
varnish like IA with its extreme wood
thicknesssensitivity.

Varnish types: It is not simple to dis-
tinguish the differences associated with
the three groups of varnishes. Between
the alcohol varnishes (group I) and the
fatty oil vanishes (III) there is a signifi-
cant difference in damping: less damp-
ing increase in the case of alcohol var-
nishes. One must consider the separate
effect of primer and varnish to distin-
guish any difference in cross-grain stiff-
ness effects. The essential oil varnishes
(II) show clear cross-grain stiffening like
the alcohol varnishes (I) but are not the
same in how they affect damping. The
essential "Sacconi varnish" (IIB) onthat
score acts like the fatty oil varnishes
while the essential mastic-dammar-

(along-grainand cross-grain orientation;
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Figure 5 ■ Influence of various varnishes on "velocity of sound" c (horizontal scale) and loss-factor r| (vertical scale) of thin
spruce strips. Changes in percent against the untreated wood for four years (white datapoints) and for nine years (black data
points) afler varnishing. Strip type: a) along-grain, thicknessofstrip: 3 mm; b) along-grain, 2 mmc) cross-grain, 3 mm; d) cross-
grain, 2 mm. Note different scale for along-grain and cross-grain. Alcohol varnishes(IA - C): circular datapoints; essential oil
varnishes (IIA,B) quadratic datapoints; fattyoil varnishes(IIIA,B): triangular data points.
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copal varnish (IIA) affects damping like
the least damping alcohol varnishes.
The supposedreasonfor the enormous
acoustic differencesof different essential
oil varnishes was already mentioned.
The same Sacconi-recipe can likely de-
liver an acoustically completely differ-
ent varnish if the melting process is
modified, especially as someof its ingre-
dients arecharacterized by the sensitiv-
ity to melting temperatures—the same
might also be true for thefatty oil var-
nishes lIIA and 1118. Melting the Vene-
tian turpentine at slightly higher tem-
perature wouldshift the acoustics of the
finished varnish morein the direction of
lIA. The widebandwidth ofacoustic ef-
fects is the reason why the essential oil
varnishes fit to either of both groups,
(surround with dottedlines in Figure5) .
Is it theground or isit the varnish?

There is wide spread disagreement
whether theprimer (the substancebeing
absorbed by the wood) or the varnish
covering the surface is primarily impor-
tant for determining acoustical proper-
ties. Sacconi (1981) remarks that if it
werethe varnish, the acoustical quality
would have been equal for all the Cre-
monese makers in any one period of
time. He further observes that Stradi-
varius instruments with only a little var-
nish leftexhibit the samesoundqualities
as those that have not been touched. He
concludes that it mustbe theprimer that
influencedthe sound. However,his ob-
servation of Guarneri instruments
whoseresponse wasruined after the var-
nish was changed speaks for the impor-
tance of the varnish. Charles Beare
(1992) does not think that the top var-
nish of the old Italian instruments has
much effect on the tone. For him "the
ground is absolutely of crucial impor-
tance."

Theresults reported hereon thesespe-
cific varnish compositions show that
there is not a uniform answer to thepri-
ority of primer or varnish. In general,
the varnish contributed significantly
moreto the increase of cross-grain stiff-
ness and the decreaseofalong-grain stiff-
ness than theprimer used. In the ex-
treme case, varnish IC, the factor is

roughly five-fold. In the case of the loss
factor the effect of the various types of
varnish is mixed. There is a case (IA)
where most of the loss comes from the
varnish; there is the opposite situation
(IIA)where theprimer is thegreatestin-
fluence; and cases 118 and 1118 where
both primer and varnish contribute
strongly to the loss factor. When one
considers also the testresults from prim-
ers alone and from single component
varnishes, it becomes obvious that there
is anenormousfreedom toadjust the de-
gree to which primer and varnish pro-
videthefinal acousticresult.

There are important practical conse-
quences from choosing either the
primer or the varnish to accomplish a
desiredresult. If the varnish,but not the
primer, is theprincipal influence on the
acoustical properties, it will be easy to
regulate thetonal effect by thethickness
and the numberof coats. However, the
performance of such aninstrument will
be very sensitiveto eventual wearof the
varnish or to touch-up modifications.
(This may have been the case in the
Guarnerius violins mentioned by Sac-
coni.) If the main influence is caused by
theprimer, theresults will be very diffi-
cult tocontrol. The acoustical influence
of absorption in some cases depends on
the thickness graduations of the wood.
This must be taken into account as the
violin in thewhite is constructed. Such
an instrument, in which the "secret" of
the varnish is in the primer, will be in-
sensitive to the wearof the varnish. A
further challenge to the application
methods ofprimer andvarnish mightbe
to apply both selectively over the sur-
face of the body to achieve certain de-
siredeigenmode modifications.

Table 2 ■ Eigenfrequency shifts oftwo white violins and a white cello in per cent
causedby varnish (6% corresponds to onesemitone)

The Drying Process
A comparison of the measured acous-

tical properties directly after the treat-
ment, some months later, and after a
drying period of four and nine years
shows that in some cases there are re-
markable trends. In general, the loss fac-
tor and cross-grain properties are more
affected than velocity of sound and
along-grain properties. The amount of
change is generallyin proportion to the
effectachieved.

Primers: In general, most oftheeffects
ofthe application ofprimers are obvious
four weeks after treatment. Betweenthe
measurementsafter 8months andafter4
years, there is a slight decrease in veloc-
ity of sound cross-grain varying from
-0.5% for almond oil to -2.5 % for nitric
acid. Inthe sameperiod, however, there
is aremarkable increase in loss factor in
the cross direction from +11.0% for
water glass to +38%for grape seed oil.
For mass, the extreme changes in the
same time period are 0.0% for bone glue
to -1.5% for all fatty oils. The corre-
spondingchanges in the along-grain loss
factor and velocity ofsound were about
half as great.

Resins: The changes in acoustical
properties during drying depended
strongly on the solvent used. The be-
havior of resins dissolved in turpentine
oil was quite different from behavior of
resins dissolved in alcohol. The effect
during the initial three month testing
period was large and diminished over
nine years. Theaverageloss factor meas-
ured + 140% three months after the ap-
plication of the last coat but was only
+ 60% above the untreated wood at the
end of four years and +51% after nine
years. The velocity of sound increased

Instrument ModeAp ModeC2 ModeT, ModeßT
Violin "Phil. 4,7" -2.1 +2.9 +5.0 +2.9
Violin "Dan. 6,28" + 1.7 + 4.0 +2.9 + 1.4
see Figure 7

Cello 0 +2.0 +2.6 + 2.8
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overthe years. For example, mastic in few years. It is not clear whether the
turpentine oil hadanincrease in velocity change hasstabilizedin onlynine years,
of sound compared to untreated wood The resins dissolved in alcohol
of +10.8% after two months, +15.4% showed a different influencewith regard
after four years, and +21.7% after nine to the velocity of sound. In most cases
years. Obviously the physical and the loss factor effect measured immedi-
chemical changes havealongtermeffect ately aftervarnishingwas reduced some-
onthe acousticalproperties. The sound what with prolonged drying. With
of an instrument with this kind of var- otherresins suchas colophony dissolved
nish will probably be different after a in alcohol the loss factorreaches a stable

Figure 6 ■ Drying process of various resins and varnishes on cross-grain spruce
strips with a thickness of 3 mm: Alcohol varnish (IA) and two of its ingredients
(shellac, Venetian turpentine) dissolved in alcohol; essential oil varnish (IIA) and
two of its incredients(mastic, meltedcopal) dissolvedin turpentine oil. a) Changes
of velocity of soundrelative to the untreated wood in percent, b) Changes of loss
factor relative to the untreated wood in percent. Drying period in days. Six coats
applied, first coat: zero;last coat: 90 days. Note differentvertical scales.

—o—shellac [A] - - o - - mastic [T]—*—venet. Turpent. [A] -- » - -melted copal [T]

" [A] varnish IA ■ [T] varnish lIA

drying period (days)

drying period (days)

valuein a short time.
Recipes: Figure 6 shows the drying

process of alcohol varnish (IA) and es-
sential oil varnish (IIA) and respec-
tively two of their ingredients (shellac
and Venetian turpentine in alcohol;
mastic and melted copal in turpentine
oil), showing theraw data(without cli-
matecorrection) .

The lengthy drying performance of
mastic and meltedcopal as examples for
resins dissolved in turpentine oil is obvi-
ous. Immediately afterapplying the last
of six coats the loss factor increase for
mastic is 172% compared with the un-
treated wood and 132% for melted
copal. With further drying the loss fac-
tor decreases,tofall below zeroafter6to
7 years. At the sametime thevelocity of
sound (which can bemeasured verypre-
cisely) increases. This process might not
yet be stopped. In contrast to this dry-
ingperformance, the varnish (IIA)made
by these ingredients does not cause any
increase of loss factor evenshortly after
applying the last ofsix coats and causes
anincrease of 14.1%ofvelocity ofsound
relative to the untreated cross-grain
strip. All substances and varnishes in
common have an inverse development
of loss factor and velocity of sound
within the drying process.

In general—as is also obvious by the
examples plotted in Figure 6— the
changes duringdrying seemto besignifi-
cantly morestable with complexrecipes
(like lA, IIA) than with the single resin
solutions described earlier. And al-
though there are very obvious perform-
ance differencesin the drying process of
single resins depending on the solvent
used, the varnishes show very similar
drying performances independently of
their solvent (Figure 6 shows that IA
and llA—although having different ab-
solute effects—run quite parallel in the
drying period).

Application to the Instrument
The acoustical influence ofviolin var-

nish beingapplied tothe instrument can
be measured indirectly by measuring
the acoustical properties of the violin
before and after varnishing. The acous-
tical properties of the violin are deter-
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Figure 7 ■ Application of essential oil varnish (similar to IIA) on a violin. Both white and varnished with damped strings;
withoutchinrest. Soundpoststayed in the instrument whilevarnishing.

d) relative changes of
eigenfrequencies and loss factors

c) loss factor above eigenfrequencies

a) frequency response function (accelerance)
measured with accelerometer and impact
hammer(bothat bridge). Greyline: whiteviolin.
Black line: varnished violin (only 14 daysdrying
period,80h ultravioletlight).
b) level differences of moving average
accelerance-level(calculated from FRFs Figure
7a: whiteminusvarnishedviolin.
c) loss

factors,

n (absolute values) above
eigenfrequencies ofcorrespondingeigenmodesby
curve-fitting peaks of frequency response
function (see text).
d) relative changes of loss factors n and
eigenfrequenciesef ofcorrespondingeigenmodes
of varnished violin against whiteviolin in per
cent.

mined by its definiteeigenmodes. These ment)andmaterial properties, theeigen- ment, as they determine theradiation ofeigenmodes result from the individual modes of vibration are a synthesis ofthe sound and the response of the instru-stiffness-mass-damping distribution of sum ofall oftheviolin's construction and ment. This is why an analysis of eigen-theconstructed violin. As this distribu- material parameters. Furthermore, the modes can bea sensible connecting link
tion of stiffness, mass and damping re- individual eigenmodes arethe acoustical between themaking and the toneof thesuits from construction (including treat- reasonfor the definite tone of the instru- instrument:

d-TAC-Project Instrument Sett. attrib. date
Z4 442+X/442-X violin "Dan.6,28" with strings FRFI white 1998-08-13
Z5 442+x/442-x violin "Dan.6,28" with strings FRFI varnished 1998-09-02

FRF: accelerancei i-a l/F.
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Figure 8 ■ Modalanalysis ofa white (a) and varnished (b) violin. Four representativemode shapes (scaling: mobility, calculated
from accelerance-residues dividedby 2n*£). Each mode shape is represented by tailpiece andfingerboard (left) topplate (middle)
and backplate (right). Both plates are shown from the outside. Phase convention: all parts of thecorpus expandingat the same
time are defined as in phase and plotted with same pattern-type; i. e., white-gray; compressing parts areblack-gray. Absolute
mobility-difference between two lines of samekind (white-white or black-black) = 10(Hz*m) / (s*N). Number beside mode
shapes (from top tobottom): mode-name or mode-#; frequency (Hz); loss factor (%); maximum negative magnitude(Hz*m) /
(s*N); maximum positive magnitude(Hz*m) / (s*N)

a) b)
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material

distributionof mass,
stiffnessand damping

eigenmodes
of

vibration
radiation of sound;

response
construction

treatment (varnish...)

Each eigenmode of vibration is de-
fined by a specific eigenfrequency mode
shape and loss factor. These modal pa-
rameters, which are modified by the ap-
plication of varnish, were determined
using modal analysis. (Modal analysis is
the process of characterizing the dy-
namic properties of an elastic structure
in terms of its eigenmodes ofvibration.)
The author's workshop has acoustical
measurement equipment for this pur-
pose consisting of a Fast-Fourier-
Transform (FFT) analyzer (difa FA- 100
4-channel-DSP-Board in a Pentium II
PC) for measuring the Frequency Re-
sponse Functions (FRF) and modal
analysis software (STAR Structure) to
obtain the modalparametersfrom these
experimental databy "curve-fitting."

With two rubber bands (length 60cm)
the instrument is free-free laid on a
coordinate-table that can be moved on
ball bearingrails. Asmall laserpoints to
the coordinate points that are one after
the otherexcitedby asmall impact ham-
mer (PCB 086S80). The response of the
instrument is measured in the bowing
direction at theupper edge of thebridge
on the G-string sidewith a small acceler-
ometer (PCB 352822; 0.5g/. From the
response-excitation-ratio at 467 coordi-
nate points, 595 FRFs are calculated.
For overviewmeasurementssuchas Fig-
ure 8 and 9, they are reduced to 125
FRFs.

Figures 7 to 9 show the modification
of theviolin's eigenmodes causedby the
varnish with respect to changes of a)
level differences, b) eigenfrequencies, c)
loss factors, d) modeshapes. During var-
nishing the sound post stayed at its de-
finedposition in theinstrument.

Fig 7a shows theFRF of the violinbe-

fore (gray line) and after varnishing
(black line). The eigenfrequencies ap-
pear as peaks, having a certain fre-
quency, accelerance-level (absolute val-
ues re Im/Ns2) and bandwidth. The
effect of varnish (mainly for the higher
modes) is veryobvious.

Level differences: the accelerance-level
is considerably decreased by the rela-
tively fresh varnish. Figure 7b repre-
sents the level difference (white minus
varnished violin) ofmoving-average lev-
els (bandwidth onesemitone) calculated
from the FRFs Figure 7a. At this point
of the dryingprocess (only 14 days after
applying the last coat; 80 hUV light) up
to 1500 Hz there occurs an average de-
creaseofacceleranceof2.6 dB.

Eigenfrequencies: The absolute values
of eigenfrequencies and loss factors is
givenin Figure 7c, theirrelative changes
in Figure 7d, showing only those data
for corresponding eigenmodes ofwhite
and varnished violins in principle hav-
ing the samemode shapes. As the mode
shapes of the instrument are a combina-
tion ofcross-grainstiffness (being highly
influenced by the varnish) and along-
grain stiffness (inmost cases a negligible
effect) it is assumed that the eigenfre-
quency shifts caused by application to
the instrument have values in between
both effects. Indeed, this range of
changes is measured which shows that
the test-strip-results can be transferred
to the instrument. As shown in 7d, the
range of eigenfrequency shifts is be-
tween ±6% (which is ±one semitone).
Even the lower corpus resonances (A0,
C2, Tl}Bj) are clearly shiftedin eigenfre-
quencies. The values (in addition with
those of another violin and a cello) are
givenin Table2.

Accordingly to the acoustic changes
during the dryingprocess of the varnish
used, afterseveralyears theviolin would
probably havetobeslightly decreasedin
its thicknessesin ordertokeep theeigen-
frequencies at the same positions as at
the beginning of the drying process.
Compared with the white instrument
this slight thinning would decreasemass
and thusfavorably decrease impedance.

Lossfactors: With changesup to 75per
cent the varnishconsiderably influences
loss factors ofthe whiteinstrument. For
the loss factors, as for the eigenfrequen-
cies, the range ofchanges shows that the
results ofthetest-strip-method aretrans-
ferable to the instrument. There are
various reasons why the loss factors are
not changed in a uniqueway (see Figure
7c and d) whencomparing the different
eigenmodesof the instrument with each
other. In general, there are at least three
reasons for differently damped reso-
nanceof theFRFofaninstrument:

1) internal friction: As shown with
thetest-strips, internal friction is highly
sensitive to primer and varnish. Both
can be applied in a different wayat dif-
ferent locations.

2) mode shape and anisotropy of in-
ternal friction: As internal friction is 3
to 4 times highercross-grain than along-
grain, the damping of each eigenmode
depends on how much of its energy is
saved in cross-grain bending and how
much in along-grainbending. If a mode
shape is modified by the varnish (be-
cause of the different stiffening cross-
grain and along-grain)—which particu-
larly happens at higher modes—, the
above-mentioned ratio of cross- and
along-grainbending and thusloss factor
canchange.
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Figure9a ■ Comparison ofwhite andvarnishedfree violin top-plate: loss factors r\
(absolutevalues)above eigenfrequenciesby curve-fitting frequency

response functions (modal analysis). Note that comparing eigenfrequency shifts is
notpossible as thickness of top-plate had beenreduced onthe assembled instrument
beforevarnishing (afterwhite free topplate hadbeen measured).
Figure 9b ■ Mode shapes of torsional-mode #1 (left); cross-grain-bending-mode #2
(middle) andlongitudinal-grain-bending-mode #5(right) offreeviolin top-plate.

3) mode shape and radiation: Besides single FRF is measured and no mode
internal friction a second reasonfor the shape information is obtained, both mis-
differentpeak widths in theFRF ofavio- takes can happen easily because of the
lin is thedifference in radiation damping. considerable frequency shifts. This is
If a mode shape, and thus radiation, is why a complete modal analysis of 125
modified by thevarnish, with a changeof FRF's hadto be measuredandcalculated,
radiation efficiency therewill be achange Changesofmodeshapes: Modal analy-
in lossfactor aswell. Concerninglossfac- sis of the mode shapes (47 eigenmodes
tor, theeffect ofvarnish can bemisinter- up to 2300 Hz) of the white and var-
pretedwithout distinguishing the above- nished violin showremarkable changes,
mentionedreasons. Four examples ofmode shapes are given

Besides thesereal reasons onemust be in Figures 8a and b for the white andvar-
aware not to confuse two modes with nished violin. While up to mode #14
each other or to taketwo modes that are (white 731 Hz; varnished 748 Hz) the
veryclose in frequency for one. If onlya varnish caused nearly no mode shape

changes at all (see mode T^ andBj), from
#15 on (white 803 Hz, varnished 816
Hz) certain mode change modifications
begin to occur (see #19) which increase
with frequency (see #25). At mode #21
for the first time there occurs a mode
shape that doesnot have any similarity
with any of white violin's (even with
using the advanced curve fitting tool of
the STAR Structure software which al-
lows fitting and distinguishing modes
having nearly the same frequency).
While at low frequencies in most cases
the samemodes occur in both the white
and varnishedviolin,from mode #35 on
(1600 Hz) a unique classification is no
longer possible. Obvious cross-grain
stiffening leads to different mode-shape
patterns at higher eigenmodes with de-
creasing sizes and increasing numbers of
antinodes.

Thefree plates compared to the assem-
bled instrument: Figure9a shows theab-
solute values of changes of loss factor
above theeigenfrequency of thefree top
plate for violin "Dan. 6,28" ofFigures 7
and 8. (The shifts of eigenfrequencies
cannot be compared, as the thickness
graduation of the violin was modified
from the outside after measuring the
white free top plate and before varnish-
ing the instrument.) It shows that for
some modes the loss factor changes of
the freeplate arefar higher (#1 : + 99%;
#2: +281%) than on the assembled in-
strument, but for other modes (such as
#5: +2.5%) there is no increase in loss
factor. With respectto the mode shapes
belonging to those modes (Figure 9b
shows lines of the same amplitude), it
appears that conclusions about grain
orientation effects of the test-strips can
be transferred to the violin'splate: pre-
cisely for that mode saving most of its
energy in cross-grain bending (#2) the
loss factor increases most, while that
mode saving mostof its energy in along-
grain bending (§5) does not increase
worth mentioning. The effect on the
torsionalmode (#1) is in betweenboth.

Conclusions
Thestrip method is aneasy method to

predict the influence of primer and var-
nish on the acoustical properties of an
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instrument. This methodcanbe applied
by the violin maker even without any
measurement equipment except a good
pair of ears. Treating a strip, letting it
dry, holdingit at its nodal lines, tapping
it with a finger, listening to thetone (its
frequency and how long it rings) and
comparing it with the tone ofareference
strip can leadto someusable ideasabout
influence of the treatment. The violin
maker might have awiderange ofdiffer-
ent primers and varnishes of different
kinds andwith them a creative palette of
various tonal effects at his disposal. It is
the author's hope that this work has
helped to illustrate something about
this palette. If the violin maker is con-
vinced about his varnish and keeps it a
secret, the trade "secret" will not be the
varnish itself but the way it forms an
acoustical unit with the instrument in
the white. The art of varnishing is the
ability to form the instrument in a way
that takes into consideration theprimer
and the recipe used. The "secret" is
knowing how to choose a suitable var-
nish that will be appropriate for the de-
sired tonal pattern and then to treat the
instrument in the suitableway. It is not
the "palette" but is the picture that is
painted. The statement that the Hill
brothers (1963) make seems to be justi-
fied: "Finevarnish will not compensate
for bad material orfaulty construction;
but that it makes or mars the perfectly
formed instrument is, in our opinion,
beyonddispute." HI CASJ

beencaused by thefurther dryingof
the wood. The correction factors
for a dryingperiod of 4 and 9 years
for velocity ofsound and loss factor
r| are givenin Table 3, columns 8 to
11. They were taken into account
in all diagrams, exceptFigure 6. As
the nine years performance of all
reference strips is relatively unique
onecan assume a systematic (not ar-
bitrary) measurement fault with
the varnish-strip-method caused by
theclimate influence.

Dorner, M. 1985. Malmittel und seine
Verwendung imBilde (Stuttgart: Fer-
dinantEnke).

Hill, W. H. and Hill, A. E. 1963.
AntonioStradivari: His Lifeand Work.
(NewYork: Dover)

Lottermoser, W. 1958. "Das Aus-
gleichsverhalten von Geigen und
seine Bezeihung zu der Reso-
nanzkurve," Acustica, Vol.8: 92-8.

Inconsistency in the application. In
order to minimize this uncertainty
two strips at a time wereusedfor the
same treatment. See commentaries
under "Method: Test Environment
and Measurement Uncertainties"
above and Table 3, columns 4 to 7.
The estimated maximum measure-
ment fault as given inFigures 2 and5
by rectangular error areas proceeds
from the average values of these
strips.

Mailand, E. 1903. Das viederentdeckte
Geheimnis des altitalienischen Gei-
genlackes (Leipzig: Paul de Wit).

Sacconi, S. F. 1981. Die 'Geheimnisse'
Stradivari (Frankfurt: Bochinsky).

Schelleng, J. C. 1968. "Acoustical Ef-
fects ofViolin Varnish",/.Acoust. Soc.
Am, Vol. 44, No. 5: 1175-1183. Re-
printed in Hutchins, C. M. (editor):
"Research Papers in Violin Acoustics
1975-1993"Vol. 2, p. 937-945, 1997. Measuring method: A comparison

of the applied method (using Im-
pact hammer, FFT, Curve-fitting)
shows good agreement with an-
other method (using a sine-wave-
driven coil above a little magnet
(0.03g) that is fixed on the test
strip).

Appendix A
The author's test-strip-method is sub-

jectto uncertaintiesresulting from:
Climate changes: The author did
not have the opportunity of treat-
ing and measuring the strip samples
in a climate controlled cham-
ber—they were treated under nor-
mal workshop conditions. As all
samples werebeing affected by the
same climate during investigation

Appendix 6
Recipes of applied preparations and

varnishes:
I.Alcohol—Varnishes
1.A.1.
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Absoluteresults wereonlypossible
by corrections obtained from un-
treated reference strips, a strategy
which was also used by Schelleng
(1968). To increase accuracy, the
author used measurements on 20

soak in water;heat; and paint in a dilu-
tion.

Varnish: "AlcoholMittenwald"
shellac lOg
colophony lg
copal (Manila) lg

REFERENCES ity of sound stayed very constant
within the dryingperiod under dif-
ferent climate conditions while the
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author).

Venetianturpentine 2.5g
dissolve in alcohol 75ml
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did not. A general decrease of the
cross-grain loss factor might have

Source: Geigenbauschule Mittenwald.
Fiirst,A.

2: 45-65.
Baese, G. 1987. "Classic Italian Violin

Varnish *JVSA Vol B,No. 3: 49-75.

Cremer, L. and Heckl, M. 1967.Korper-
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same climate during investigation /Vzmer: "glue"
time, relative comparisons are reli- bone glue lOg
able. alum lg

referencestrips, showingthatveloc- mastic 4g
ity of sound stayed very constant propolis 3g

loss factor, particularly cross-grain, warmup;filter:
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Table 3: Measurement uncertainties caused by measurement-method, climate changes and application differences of varnish.
ResultingCorrection-Factors for "Speed ofSound" candlossfactor r|

Explanations:
Column 1: FFT-Coher: minimum value of the FFT coherence-function within the 3 dB Bandwidth of the eigenfre-
quency (4 Averages)
Columns 2and 3: c errormax. andrj errormax. are maximum estimated errorsofaverage values. See errorareasin diagrams.
Columns 4through 7: Aq/Ac2 and Ar| i/Ar|2 show the averageratios ofrespectively two strips (index 1 and 2) of the same
typewith same treatments ("twins"), which means that thecolumns showthe natural application differencesofprimer and var-
nishcausedby differences in absorption, brush-technique, etc.

Aci = ci- cq; where cq = velocity ofsound cofuntreatedstrip;q=cofvarnishedstrip.
Am =r|i-rio,wherer|o " lossfactorrj ofuntreatedstrip;-r|i = lossfactorr) ofvarnishedstrip
4y and9y are values4 and9years afterapplication ofvarnish.

Note: Comparing Aci/Ac2 4 year avgwithAci/Ac29 yearavg and Ani/Ar|24 year avgwith Ar| i/An2 9 year avg indicates that
most of the uncertainty is caused by differences in the application of varnish on the strip rather than by measurement-
uncertaintyorclimate-changes.
Note: Values ofAq/Ac2 (.73 and .71) are not very meaningful for along-grain strips. Changes in c arevery small; hence, the
ratios Aci/Ac2 arethe quotients oftwo very small numbers, both approximately zero.
Columns 8 through 11: ccorr and r| corr These are correction factors for respective strip types whichresult from observing
value-changes of twenty differentuntreatedreference-strips. These correctionfactors aretaken into account in all the diagrams
exceptFigure 6.

Examplefor a stripwith along-grain grainorientationand 3 mmthickness:
riuntreated =T|o= 0-52 * 10"2. After9 years n = 0.50 * 10"2.
Correction factor r\ corr 9 year = 0.50/ 0.52 = 0.96(Values ofTable 1are givenas average-values of all the reference-strips of the
sametype.)
Measurement ofVarnish-application:
Specimenbefore treatment: r|Ulltreate(i = 0.54 * 10"
Samestrip treated anno 1988andmeasured anno 1997:r) treated = 0.61 * 10"
Correctionwith calculated correction-factor: Treatedcorrected = 0.61 * 10"2*0.96 = 0.586
Finalresult asshownin the diagrams
ATI/Tlo- (mreatedcorrected-rio)/^ (0.586 -0.52)/0.52 = 0.127
Interpretation: This varnish treatmenthas caused a (corrected) increase of the loss-factor r| of the along-grain-grain spruce
strip with athickness of3mmby afactor of 1 + 0.127 = 1.127 or + 12.7%.

Column 10 II

Type ofstrip FFT- -02 v\ Aq/Ac2 Ar|i/Ar|2 Aci/Ac2 Ar|i/Ari2 T|corr "corr

Coher errormax errormax 4yearav| 4yearavs 9 yearavi 9 yearavj 4year 4 year 4year 4year

3mm >.99 ±1% ±10% .73 Jl ,71 ,73 1.004 0.964 0.996 0.96
along-igrain
2mm >.95 ±1% ±10% ,72 72 .77 17 1.004 0.964 0.996 0.96
alone-igrain

3mm >.97 ±2% ±20% .73 .o2 222r .76 0.98 1.07 0.960 1.49
cross-2grain

2mm >.92 ±2% ±20% 32' o3 3 .90 .83 0.99 1.03 0.960 1.55

cross-sgrain
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1.8.1.
Primer: "Aracelian"
gumresin Myrrh lOg
copaiva—balsam 3g
dissolvein alcohol 20ml

2.Varnish: "Aracelian"
Myrrh 20 g
spikeoil 5 g
sandarac2g
copaiva—balsam 6g
dissolvein alcohol 55 ml

Source: Aracelian. S. 1965. "Monvernis
abasedeMyrrhe." (Teheran)

LCI.
Primer: "casein"
laticfermentation 10 g
soakin water 55ml
heat: 1hat6o° C
natronlixivinum 25% 2 ml
heat: 1hat 95° C
cool down:
spike oil 15ml
Source:Dorner. M. 1985. Malmittelund

seine Verwendungim Bilde. (Stuttgart)
p. 75.

Varnish; "Retouchierlack"
ready—madevarnish by a varnish ingre-

dientdealer
Source: Pa. Hammerl. Baiersdorf

11. Essential Oil Varnishes
11.A.1.
Primer: "Bonnani"
sandarac5 g
dissolvein warmoilof lavender 9 ml
Source: according to arecipe by the Jes-

uitpadre Bonnani. (Roma 1713) in:
Mailand, E. 1903. "Das wieder-
entdeckte Geheimnis des altital-
ienischen Geigenlackes", (Leipzig),
p. 14]

Varnish: "Essential Mittenwald"
mastic 16g
dammar 8 g
melted copal 8 g
dissolve inoxidizedturpentineoil 150ml
then linseedoil 10g
siccative 5ml
left to standfor a fewyears

Source: seel.A.

11.8.1.
Primer: "Sacconi"
a)waterglass(Na) (2 treatments)
b) "white varnish" (1 treatment):
arabicum gum 17g
honey 1/2teaspoon
sugar 1/4teaspoon
heat and filter: after cooled down mix

with precipitatedpart of onewhisked
egg

Varnish "Sacconi"
Venetianturpentine 30ml
heat up in an iron pan together with

lime
propolis 30 g
alcohol 30 ml
heat until it becomes apulp
thendilute in spike oil
Source: Sacconi, S.F. "Die 'Geheim-

nisse' Stradivaris". Frankfurt/M.
1981,p.171.

111. Fatty Oil Varnishes
111.A.L
Primer: "walnutoil"
warmwalnut oil

Varnish: "Zanetto"
colophony 10 g
Venetian turpentine 10 g
dissolve in 1.5 % concentrated nitric

acid
heatuntil itbecomes apulp
oxidizedwalnutoil 75 ml
burnedpulverized lime
cookresins in the oil
Source: Baese. G. 1987. "Classic Italian

Violin Varnish" Journal of the Violin
SocietyofAmerica.

111.8.1.
Primer: "linseedoil
coldpressed "oxidized"linseed oil
cook bone glue in water and mix with

thewarmoil

a Varnish: "linseedoil/mastic
"oxidized"linseed oil 30 g(cold

pressed)
mastic 15g

amount ofoil toit in theend

b Varnish: "linseedoil/ amber"
"oxidized"linseedoil 30 g
amber 12g
cook amberin theoil
Source: seelll.A.

Venetianturpentine 15 g
cookresins in the oil; givecertain
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A STANDARDIZED QUALITATIVE VIOLIN
EVALUATION PROCEDURE?

GeorgeBissinger Fritz Gearhart
Physics Department School of Music

East Carolina University

Wewish toproduce a standardized, "30minute long, qualitativeevaluationprocedure
asan essentialpart ofa comprehensive normal mode measurementprogramon a large
numberofviolins. The evaluation by the violinistshouldprovide specific mechanical
andacousticalinformation on each instrument aswell asan overall quality ratingfor
later statistical correlation withmeasured mechanical and acousticalproperties. We
presenta broad outline ofsuch aprocedure here but wish to encourage discussion and
commentsfrom researchers, violinists, makers,psychoacousticsinvestigators, andothers
in themusicalacousticscommunity with experience insuch matterstohelpoptimize it.

"\T7Te have juststarted alarge-scale ex- The testedviolin must be as nearly as No Coterie of scientist-Heifetzes will
\y periment to make a comprehen- possible the violin played. The violin play and evaluate these violins, so the

sive seriesofnormal modevibration and should be in proper playing condition qualitative descriptive terms usedwill in
radiation measurementson a large num- with goodstrings, properly setup. general have to be those that violinists
ber of violins (see companion paper in We hope that the violin can be played use.
thisJournal). Thedetailednormal mode (and measured) without the standard
information from themeasurements has chinrest because the frictional clamp Other Considerations:
thepotential tobe linked with detailed coupling to thecorpuswill bevery diffi-
qualitative properties but little in the cult to model onthe computer. Playing
violin literature pertains to this linkage. (holding) the violin will change the
Hence as part of this project we will boundary conditions from the "free-
make standardized qualitative evalua- free" measurement condition, a situa-
tions of each violin: i) to provide an tion which cannot be rectified experi-
overall qualityrating, andii) togenerate mentally but amenable to
descriptive acoustical and mechanical compensation in the computer model
qualitative data with sufficient detail to generatedfor eachviolin,
correlatewith normal mode properties. Because these evaluations will be

made concurrently with the measure-
Constraints ments when instruments become avail-

Should oneviolin beused asa "stan-
dard"? Should it beevaluatedmulti-
ple timesfor comparison?
How should the violin berecorded?
Small room, "dry" acoustic, to
minimize room sound, with
dummy head?
Reserve a very good bow for all
tests?
Statistical reliability is better if not
toomanyterms areused

No physical first principles determine able, it is probablynotrealistic to organ- Glossary
goodviolins. Good "objective" subjec- ize large groups of violinists (and What are thebasic terms that aviolin-
tive evaluations are crucial. Violinists listeners) andunwieldy judgmentpanels ist or listener would/could use to de-
(and listeners) must define what an out- at this stage. Yet ideally the data col- scribe the sound of theviolin? There is a
standing or mediocre or poor violin is, lected should be subjected to such ex- surprisingly long list of such terms in
both overall and in particular. And the tended analysis. An efficient and reli- the literature. A list of almost 80 such
qualitative evaluations must include able procedure that offers both quick different terms along with their fre-
some poor and mediocre violins as conclusionsfor guidanceduring the data quency of use was collected by Dr.
well—without valleys there can't be collection and analysis stages,plus con- JamesWoodhouse [private communica-
mountains!—and these qualitative siderable additional material for ex- tion] with the aid ofastudent. Themost
evaluations must be as goodas for the tended scholarly analysis would be commonterms, e.g., bright, nice, loud,
veryfinest violins. ideal. clear, project, balanced, even, rich,

Greenville,NC 27858
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Bissinger and Gearhart - Evaluation of Violins'

good, warm, were used more than ten any circumstances; strong notes—espe- Short Musical Excerpts For
times as often as the least. Many of the cially loud/projective Playing/listening Evaluations
terms used to describe auditory percep- Overall strong legato on G string . Saint-Saen's
tions are also currently used by the gen- loud(volume ofsound),responds easily Bminor violin concerto(section fromeral population for visual, sensual, or (abletoplay quicklywith greatclarity) lstmvt)
tactile sensations (bright, rich, warm...). Tonalqualities (partiallist) A string «covered" sound andprojectionAlso the list was populated with quite a mellow (lacking in projection/ . Sibelius violin concerto (sectionfew terms that seem synonymous, and unfocused) versus strong (good from Ist mvt )
for purposes of reliable statistical corre- projection/clear) fast and wide range . Bach Chaconnelation probably need to be condensed. gritty (sandpapery) versus smooth (sectionfrom midmvt )(The nature of the statistical analysis (velvety) D string . Tchaikovsky violin concertodoes permit all the qualitative variables harsh (sound lacks refinement, (sectionfrom 2ndmvt)
to be analyzed simultaneously along beauty) versus warm (smooth, pleasant E string (high) . Beethoven violin con-with quantitative variables in a standard sound) certo (sectionfrom lst

my

g
Design of Engineering software pro- thin (little tonal and timbre variety) Bouncy, lyrical - Mendelssohn violin
gram. Since the software is capable of versus deep (includes lower harmonics concerto (sectionfrom 3rdmvt )
searching for correlations without any well)
guidance orpicking of related variables, complex (sound has many overtones yre would like to thank Dr. Jamesit is of course possible to start without and color) versus one-dimensional (tone Woodhouse for valuable comments onany trimming, but for time purposes we lacks complexity, like sine wave, no the manuscript . We invite additionalwish to have all descriptive words in- mixing or"chorus" effect) comments about any aspect of our trialeludedontheevaluation form.) tight (brittle sound, when one adds from others. violinistSs makerS) re_

pressure sound cracks, little tonal vari- searchers, etc.-preferably in an elec-

Quohtotive

Evaluation ety) versus open (instrument rings tronic forumfor easy, cheap, rapid replyAcross Range well/ease of playing, making beautiful and dissemination ofreplies (e-mailad-Evennessoftone (tonal quality evolves sound) dress;bissingerg@mail.ecu.edu).slowly andgradually from bottom regis- fuzzy (sound lacks focus) versus clear m (^SJ
ter to top) : A and D major scales, 3 oc- (wellfocused, but notthin)
taves, 4 notes/bow,l/Bth notes (1/4 = bright (lots of upper harmonics) ACKNOWLEDGMENTS60) versus dark (lotsoflowerharmonics)

Evenness ofresponse: A and D major Playing Qualities We acknowledge supportfrom theEast
scales, 3 octaves, 4 notes/bow, 32nd transient behavior: does it start notes Carolina UniversityResearch/CreativityActivity
notes(1/4 = 60) easilyorwith difficulty? Qants Committee.Problem notes on each string: wolf notes hard toplay very softly or very
note—pronounced quavery sound; loudly?
weak notes—don't respond well under OverallQualityRating
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AFellowsAwardof theAcoustical SocietyofAmericawaspresented to Xavier Boutillon "forresearch in thephysics ofmusi-
cal instruments." CONGRATULATIONS!

The Acoustical Societyof America presented its HONORARY FELLOWSHIP AWARD to Carleen Maley Hutchins "for
her unique role in combining the art of violin making with the science of acoustics. "The Fellowship is a rarely awarded

honor, and it is interesting to notethat a previous recipient was FrederickSaunders,founder of the CAS. Gabriel Weinreich and
Bob Schumacher wrotetheencomium, andSchumachermade the introduction at the ceremony. CONGRATULATIONS!

Thefirst CARLEENMALEY HUTCHINSMEDAL of the Catgut AcousticalSociety was presentedby Mauk Hudig, Presi-
dentof theCAS, to Carleen at the ISMA '98 Conference in Leavenworth, Washington. The medal has been established by

the CAS "to recognize individuals who relentlessly push theboundaries ofknowledgewithin thefield ofmusical acoustics ormu-
sical performance; put thenewfoundknowledgetopractical use, especiallyin theconstruction ofstringed instruments; andfreely
share their knowledge, fostering a continuing dialoguebetween scientists and practitioners." In his tribute to Carleen, Mauk
spoke ofhermany years ofdedication as aLeader, Organizer, Promoter, andServant. Itwas a thrill andinspiration to beonhand
atthis inaugural event. The textofMauk'spresentation is presented infull in the "Meetings"section.

G. Alf,S. Que. 1998. "Makingcastings of No. 5 (May): 2903-2913. Proc. 31st. Intl. Acoustical Conf.
stringed instruments," /. Violin Soc. A.J.M. Houtsma. 1997. "Pitch and Tim- Zwolen, Slovakia:27-32.
Amer.,vol.XV, No. 3: 173-216. bre: Definition,measuring and use,"/ D. H.Keefe. 1998. "Double-evokedotoa-

A. Askenfelt, K. Guettler. 1997. "The New Music Res. (Netherlands) 26 (2): coustic emissions. I. Measurement the-
Bouncing Bow—Some important pa- 103-115. ory and nonlinear coherence," /
rameters," Proc. Inst, ofAcoustics Vol. E. V. Jansson. 1997. "Admittance meas- Acoust. Soc. Am. Vol. 103 No. 6
19,Pt.5: 11-17. urements of 25 high quality violins," Qune):34B9-3498.

W. R. Bennett, Jr. 1998. "Radio fre- Acustica83: 337-341. D. H. Keefe, R. Ling. 1998, "Double-
quencyhearing: Electrostrictive detec- E. V. Jansson. 1997. "On the acoustical evoked otoacoustic emissions. 11. In-
tion and bone condition," /. Acoust. function of the violin," Associazione termittent noise rejection, calibration
Soc. Am. Vol. 103, No. 4 (April): 2111- ItalianaJ: Acustica 25th Congress, Pe- and ear-canal measurements,"/.Acoust.
2116. rugia, Italy: 57-71. Soc. Amer. Vol. 103No. 6 Qune):3499-

A. Eckwall. 1997. "Patience Makes Per- E.V. Jansson, B. K. Niewczyk. 1997. 3508.
feet," The Strad, Vol. 108, No. 1282: "Admittance measurements of violins M. C. Killion. 1997. "Hearing aids: Past,
168-71. with high arching," Acustica Vol. 83: present, future: Moving toward nor-

L. Fricke, J. Sundberg. 1997. "Blowing 571-574. mal conversations innoise," BritishJof
pressures on reed woodwinds," Proc. E. V. Jansson,A. Askenfelt. 1997. "Start- Audiology, Vol.31:141-148.
Ins. ofAcoustics, ISMA '97: 273-278. ing transients inviolins and theelusive M. C. .Killion. 1997. "S.N.R. Loss: 'I can

W. Fulton. 1998. "Video on bending body resonance C3," Proc. Inst, of hearwhatpeople say, but I can'tunder-
plates," / Violin Soc. Amer., Vol. XV, AcousticsVol. 19: 131-136. standthem'," The HearingReviewVol.
N0.3: 143-152. E. V. Jansson, B. K. Niewczyk. 1997. 4No. 12pecember):8,10,12,14.

K. Guettler,A. Askenfelt. 1997. "Onthe "Mobility at the violin bridge and P. Laird. 1998. "That Gut Feeling," Con-
kinetics ofspiccato bowing,"Proc. Inst. bridgeproperties," Proc. Inst, ofAcous- tinuoQune):ll-13.

ofAcousticsVol 19,Pt. 5: 101-106. ticsVol. 19:17-22. N. E. Molin, S. Schedin, P. Gren, E. V.
K. Guettler,A. Askenfelt. 1997. "Accep- E. V. Jansson,L. Fryden, N.E. Molin, C. Jansson. 1997."Transient response of a

tance limits for the duration of pre- &B. Hansen, B. Niewczyk. 1997. "In- violin body when impacted at a
Helmholtz transients in bowed string fluence of top and back plate stiffness string," Proc. Inst, ofAcoustics Vol. 19,
attacks,"/ Acoust. Soc. Am. Vol. 101, Pt. 5:23-28.
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C.J. Nederveen. 1998. Acoustical Aspects Acoust. Soc. Amer. Vol. 104 No. 1 mentsonprofessional reedwoodwind
of Woodwind Instruments, Revised 0uly):55O-561. instrumentplayers": 19-42.
Ed., NorthernIllinois Univ. Press, 320 S.Yoshikawa. 1998."Jet-wave amplifica- J. Sundberg, M. Andersson, C.
AWillistonHall,DeKalb,lL6olls. tion in organ pipes,"/ Acoust. Soc. Hultqvist. 1998. "Effects ofsubglottal

J.R. Waddle, S. Sirr. 1998. Scanning of Amer. Vol. 103 No. 5 (May): 2706- pressure variation on professional
string instruments," / Violin Soc. 2717. baritone singer'svoicesource": 1-8.
ylmer.,Vol.XV,No.3:3-24. Speech,MusicandHearing- QuarterlyPro- J. Sundberg, A. Kullberg. 1998. "Voice

T. D. Wilson D. H. Keefe. 1998. "Char- gress and Status Report, TMH-QPSR sourcestudies of register differences in
acterizing theclarinet tone: Measure- 1/2/98 -contains thefollowing:
ments of Lyapunov exponents,corre- L. Fuks, J. Sundberg. 1998. "Respiratory
lation dimension and unsteadiness,"/ inductive plethysmography measure-

untrained female voices": 9-19.

Acoustics ofMusic
Acoustical Aspects of Woodwind Instruments

Revised Edition
C. J. Nederveen

"Certainly aclassic . . . oneof the few books that
undertakes a detailed mathematical study of this
subject." —Neville Fletcher, The Australian
National University

"Avaluable addition to the literature ofmusical
acoustics.'' —Thomas Rossing, Northern Illinois
University

This classic study, nowrevised and updated, shows
how scientific calculations can be used to improve
the understanding, design, and tuning ofwood-
wind instruments. An extended new chapter ana-
lyzing and interpreting recent developments in
woodwind acoustics, alist of symbols, and a
subject indexcomplete this revised edition.
157pages Bx9

$28.00

paper

Also ofInterest

I 118 bCienCG Of "One of the most exciting books on the singing
the Singing Voice yolce to have appeared in this century, this book

should be studied in detail, digested, and applied."
Johan Sundberg —Choice

This book is such an advance, scientifically. . . thatno serious student of the singing voice
and vocal pedagogue should be without it. .
Asplendid book." —ASHA
226 pages 7xlo

$28.00

paper
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The ISMA Tradition
ThomasD. Rossing

Physics Department
Northern Illinois University

DeKalbJL 60115

ISMA'9B is history. Participants from
24 different countries, most of them
CAS members, are back home with
pleasant memories of the beautiful Cas-
cade Mountains, meeting new and old
friends, and reflecting on what they
learned. Many of us have spent hours
pouring overtheProceedings toremind
us what we can apply to our activities in
building, playing, and researching musi-
cal instruments. Already we are looking
forward tothe nextSMAC.

Although CAS meetings have always
had a strong international flavor, the
ISMA designation was first used, I be-
lieve, for the memorable conference in
Mittenwald in 1989, organized by Jiir-
gen Meyer and Helmut Miiller, which
preceded the ICA in Belgrade. High-
lights included visits to theBavarianvio-
lin making school and an outing in the
mountains. CASA'9I in Annapolis was
subtitled "Ninth International Sympo-
sium onMusical Acoustics" (I shall have
to do some research to identify the 8
symposia that preceded it), but the next
symposium to actually carry the ISMA
label was ISMA'92 in Tokyo, organized
by a committee headed by Isao Naka-
mura. Participantsreceived a copy of the
258-page proceedings at the conference,
an innovation which added greatly to
the discussions.

Who can forget ISMA'9S in Dourdan,
France (or the long journeyto get there
from the ICA in Trondheim)? This
ISMA, held at the conference center Le
Normont, was jointly sponsored by
CAS and SEA (Societe Francaise d'A-
coustique), and the organizing commit-
teewas headedbyRene Causse. Bynow,
theProceedings had grownto 614 pages.

A successful participants' concert estab-
lished a tradition that I'm sure will be a
partofallfuture ISMAs.

ISMA'97 in Edinburgh, skillfully
planned by an organizing committee
chaired by Murray Campbell, afforded
us an opportunity to attend events con-
nectedwith thefamous EdinburghFesti-
val. As if the Military Tattoo, the musi-
cal instrument collections, and the
participants' concert (in the style of a
Ceilidh) werenot memorable enough, a
banquetwasheld at the country estateof
theEarl andCountess ofWemyss,where
we enjoyed early music as we dined in
splendor! Oh yes, theProceedings now
hadgrownto two volumes.

The highstandard ofthetechnicalpro-
grams, the accommodations, the social
events,and theconcertsthathad beenset
by ISMAs 89, 92, 95, and 97 provided a
daunting challenge for the organizers of
ISMA'9B, but most attendees seemed to
agree that the high standard was main-
tained. Workshops devotedto awide va-
riety of subjectsfrom modal analysis to
handbell playing, were a newfeature at
ISMA'9B.

Ofcourse onecannot speakof interna-
tional conferences on musical acoustics
without mentioning SMACB3 and
SMAC93 in Stockholm. SMACB3, ar-
ranged by the MusicAcoustics Commit-
tee of theRoyal Swedish Academy,was a
joint meeting of the Catgut Acoustical
Society and the International Associa-
tion for Experimental Research in Sing-
ing and drew about 200 participants.
The tworelated themes, the acoustics of
the singing voice and the acoustics of
string instruments, werethe areas of re-
search for which the Music Acoustics
Group at KTH, led by Johann Sund-
berg, is world famous. Thetwo-volume
proceedings also included a gramophone
record of sound illustrations. SMAC93,
which took place in Stockholm exactly
10 years after SMACB3 and one week
after the ICA in Paris, again drew about
200 participants. The 603-page proceed-
ings, which now contained a Compact

Disc ofsound examples, was thelast offi-
cial publication of the Music Acoustics
Committee of the Royal Swedish Acad-
emy. The conference itself was spon-
sored or supported by at least 8 different
organizations including CAS.

Also worthy of mention, although it
did not carry the SMAC label, is the Co-
operative Workshop on The Acoustics
ofStringedMusical Instruments in 1980,
the only international musical acoustics
conference in the Southern Hemisphere
to date. Organizedby Abe Segal and also
sponsored by CAS, the conference pre-
ceded the ICA in Sydney. We look for-
wardtoreturning to the antipodes.

There is no steering committee or or-
ganization that schedules ISMAs (none
has been neededthusfar). ISMAs are or-
ganizedrather spontaneously by enthu-
siastic hosts. They generally occur just
before or after an ICA, when many mu-
sical acousticians will be in the host
country, although "stand-alone" meet-
ings (such as ISMA'97 and SMAC93)
have been very well attended. The next
announced SMAC is in Italy in 2001.
However, there is some talk of a SMAC
beforethenaswell. Enthusiastic musical
acousticians hesitate to wait three years
to discuss and share their results with
their colleagues. Wouldn't it benice to
bisect the 3-year interval and celebrate
the new millennium with an ISMA on
New Year'sDay2000? (We could call it
ISMA'OO and challenge ourbewildered
computers to decidewhether that refers
to 1900or2000).

Editor's Note: Tom Rossing has a 56
minute videotape ofISMA'9B that he is
willing to copy. Please send $10 to him at
thePhysics Department, Northern Illinois
University,DeKalb, IL 60115.
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Editor's note: Following is the speechgivenat ISMA '98announcingthe creation and awarding of the CarleenMaleyHutchins Medal.

CARLEEN MALEY HUTCHINS MEDAL
Ladies and Gentlemen, Mynameis MaukHudig. I amPresident of theCatgut AcousticalSociety, andit is mypleasure

to announcethat theBoardofDirectors ofCAS has established anHonoraryMedal.
The medal has as its motto: "Sine Scientia Ars Nihil Est"—which means in plainEnglish that skill is nothingwithout

knowledge (theory). This motto doesn't comeout of thin air; it is attributed to the FrenchMaster builder Jean Mignot
whenaskedforhis adviceby the CityFathers ofMilan, in 1392,andit is alsofound inscribedonthe inside ofmany instru-
ments, harpsichords in particular. To thisparticular audienceIhope itmakes perfect sense.

The Medal seeks torecognize individuals whorelentlessly push theboundaries ofknowledge within thefield ofmusical
acoustics or musical performance; and put the newfound knowledge to practical use, especially in the construction of
stringedinstruments;and freely share theirknowledge, fostering a continuing dialoguebetween scientistsandpractitioners.

Ifyou are gettingthe impression that we havetried tocharacterize the modusoperandi of CarleenHutchins, then you
areabsolutelyright. She has pointed theway for all ofus, and this Medal is meanttobe aninspiration for others toemu-
lateherexample.

We havea first recipient in ourmidst—for whom, I mustsay, this awardwill bea complete surprise—becauseshe might
have stoppedthis whole thingcold if she hadgotten wind of it. Carleen, to yourfriends and colleagues it is only proper
and fitting thatyou should be thefirst recipient ofwhat will beknown as the CarleenMaley Hutchins Medal. Would
youstep up tothepodium, please.

Carleen,youhavereceived many honors for your scientific achievements, most recently the Honorary Fellowship of
the ASA. Yourscientific credentialsare well-established: itwould beredundant and possiblya bit self-servingto cast this
Medal as a tributeto your scientificworkalone. Ratherwe wantto honor the spirit with whichyou have endowedyour
endeavor; it is no less impressive but not aseasily observed.

First of all, there is the spirit of LEADERSHIP. You have broken newground, but, moreimportantly, you have in-
spiredmany othersto joinyouin yourenterprise. Few ofus wouldprobably bepresentherewereit not for thatparticu-
lar quality of leadership. Inthe worldofbusiness, with whichI am mostfamiliar, you wouldhavemadea mostsuccessful
Company President, hadyouchosen totake that direction. Andit is leadership with an entrepreneurial bent. The Vio-
lin Octet, which we are so enjoying tonight ,isa perfect example. It was not enoughfor you to have made a scientific
breakthrough. Instead yourvision was toPROMOTE the newsound so that others might enjoy it, and in order to do
that you neededpeople who could WRITE the music that was right for thesenewinstruments, and thenpeople who
couldPLAY thesenewinstruments, and thenpeople who could ORGANIZE CONCERTS so asto develop the audi-
ences who would thenDEMAND the newsound —at whichpoint you neededtheviolinmakers whowould beable to
MAKE the instruments with whichto meetthis demand. Most folks go to Business School tomake this all happen, but
you done it largely onyour own, without institutional support,with whateverfunding you could drumup , and on the
sheer strength ofyour own convictions. Lest therebe any misunderstanding,you have not driven yourself-or others,
for that matter-in order to achieve any personal gain. Rather you have been motivated by a spirit of SERVICE, by a
genuine desire to give something back to the community, in particular to those who earn their livelihood by making
string instruments. It is a sentimentwhich youhaveexpressedonmorethan oneoccasion, and whichledyou to extra-or-
dinaryefforts to get yourpoints, andknow-how, across to all who would listen, be it by teaching classes in yourwork-
shop in Montclair,by authoring orediting a succession ofreference books, orbycontributing yourlatest research find-
ings to the CASJournal. It takes work and dedication anda magnanimous mind tobeboth LEADER and SERVANT,
especially at thelevel at whichyou operate. Thatis whatsets you apartand that iswhat we honor tonight.

A tribute to you, Carleen, wouldnot be complete without a tribute to your husbandMort, whocouldn't be hereto-
night but who has sustained your efforts, shared thesoul searching, provided, with his dry humor, a sense ofdetachment
whenthegoing gotrough, andin moreways than wewill everknow isyourtruesoulmate in this whole enterprise.

Remarkably, that enterprise is still verymuch a going concern, there is all kind of research yet tobe done and being
done, moreto bepublished, moreto be taught. But at this particular juncture,Carleen, it is my greatprivilege to award
to you,onbehalfof theBoardofTrustees oftheCatgut AcousticalSociety, andin thepresence ofyour many friends, the
first CarleenMaley HutchinsMedal.
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The 13thInternational Competition andExhibition of the Violin Society ofAmericawill be held at theLittle America Inn andConferenceCenter, SaltLake City,Utah, Sunday,November 1 -6.
For information contact SamCompton: Tel: 540-291-1414; Fax: 540-291-3245.

137thmeetingof the Acoustical Society ofAmerica and the 2nd Convention of theEuropean Acoustics Association will takeplace in Berlin March 14-19, 1999. Theregistration deadline:January 15, 1999. For information: Technische Universitaet BerlinWissenstransfer (WTB3) Berlin 99, Steinplatz 1, 10623Berlin, Germany. FAX: + 49 30314 24098 or 24087. TEL: + 49 30314214570r25686. email: ASA@aip.org

Acoustical SocietyofAmerica, Columbus, Ohio,November 1-5, 1999.

ISMA '01, Italy (see specialannouncementelsewherein this issue)

WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS

The Da PomeWorkshops for theChamberMusicWorkshops for adult stringplayers will be held in Orlando,Florida January30-31, 1999; in Suburban D. C, April 30-May 2, 1999; in Upstate New York, May 14-16, 1999. For information: PrincetonChamberMusicPlayers, 924 RiversideAvenue, Trenton,NJ 08618. Tel: 609-599-2569.

The Musicians and
Instrument Makers

Forum
an interactive web-based

forum for the discussion of
musical instrument design,

construction and repair;
welcoming builders of all

instruments at any skill level
from expert to wannabe
www.mimf.com
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I had the greatpleasure of attending theISMA'9B conference in Leavenworth. An outstandingopportunity for luthiers
and accoustiticians/scientists to interact. From theroundtable discussions, it was clear that theremaybeseveral misconcep-
tions asto what answersscience can/shouldpursue onbehalf of the practicing luthier. In some cases,research is being un-
dertakenwhichis scientificallynovel andoriginal, but ofquestionablepractical value. In addition, sciencemay havededuced
certain concepts which seemsupported by initial experimental evidence, but which are in fact known by luthiers tobefalse
or anomalies (the notion thathigh Q is good,for example, seems logical, but is not borne outin practical luthierie - Gregg Alf
commented thatafine Guarnerius bellyhadhigh damping) .
[the writeroffered thefollowingsuggestionsforconsideration]:

The CAS shouldcommission areview article whichpresents two things:

1.What are thetop 8-10research questions, the answersto whichwouldmost help luthiers? Examples mightbe:
a. What are the material properties of the woodused in fine old instruments and what impact does it have? This mightre-

quire novel, non-destructivemeasurement techniquesfor determiningdensity, etc. and mounting a survey ofsuch instru-
ments.

b. Corpus modal densities offine violins appear tooverlap (see Martin Schleske'swork), eventhoughthe geometryof thein-
struments is dissimilar. Is the collapse a function ofoverall violin shape and good quality wood, orwouldpoor violins
also displaythesamemodal densitypattern? Couldwemake tonal copieswith a greatdealless work?

c. What impact do non-radiating modes have on overall sound production and quality? Is it necessary to worry about
non-radiating modes? Do they withdraw energy which would otherwise contribute topoor frequencyresponse signa-
tures?

d. etc.
2. What are the top 15-20principles of violin family design/materials whichhave mostimpact on soundradiance and qual-

ity. Examples might include:
a. High Q, goodorbad?
b. Set-up sensitivity analysis -what are thecritical success factors in bridge thickness/flexibility,bridge location, soundpost

location
c. Doesachievinghigh symmetry in free-plate modal patternsresult in goodorsuboptimal radiance patterns?

With the right combination of invitedauthors (both Luthiers andAccousticians/physicists),such areview article might be
abletoincrease the efficiency ofviolin acousticresearch, andin so doing,increasetheappealfor luthiers tocollaborate with
scientists.
JohnSoloninka,P. Eng., M. Sc.
Toronto, Canada

To theEditor:
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"m has happened in the last sixmonths inconnectionwith the Hutchins' Violin Octet. Here are someofthe highlights:

Ourfirst CD produced by Robert Millerfrom the Russian studio tape saw the light of day in mid-May. Mr. Millerhas sent
400 copies with aninformation packet to public and commercial radio stations in the USAand Canada. Hutchins distrib-

uted 100copies at the two meetingsin Seattle -theInternational Congress onAcoustics/Acoustical SocietyofAmerica andISMA
'98. A totalof 2000 copies weremadeand may beorderedfrom the CAS.officefor

$15.

plus

$2.

postageUSA;

$4.

outside theUSA.
Apostcard announcing the CDwas senttoeachmember andtoa selectedlistofothers.

The western tour by Grigory Sedukhplaying both the Trebleviolin, and the Mezzoand Soprano violins,was a greatsuccess,
bothmusically andfinancially. Itwas planned andexecutedby Dr. L. Joseph Butterfield as fund raiser and entrepreneur,and

byRobert J. Miller asproducer and organizer,with the wonderfullysupportive helpofhis wife, Heidi. Sedukh andhis gifted ac-
companist also recorded a CDwhich is in theprocess ofproduction. Details below.

Catgut is awaitingplans for future tours or concertswhen therearefunds in hand to coverexpenses. However,enoughinterest
has been generatedby thesuccessof theSedukhtour, sothat it maybeeasier tofindfunds for future tours orperformances.

Catgut hasnowsigned anagreementwithLydia Voltchek, AssociateDirector ofthe CharityFoundationof the St. Petersburg
Conservatory stating that the Octet instruments will remain in their hands for the next three years. During that time

Hutchins and Markot will workwith the Conservatoryto try toraise $100,000.00for the Conservatoryto purchase the instru-
ments from Catgut.

Pamela Proscia is working with a group ofprofessional musicians in NewYork Citywho have the Octet instruments. They
gave a concertdemonstration at the Mannes College ofMusic in NewYork CityonMay 6, 1998toa very enthusiastic audi-

enceofnearly 100. Thisgroup is workingwith theinstruments this summerto prepare for apossible recording session aspart ofa
CD ofHenry Brant's music( "Consort for trueviolins") inhonorofhis 80thbirthday.

The Science section of the June 17edition of the Star Tribune carried an article on the Violin Octet by Kay Millerwhich en-
compasses 'string theories' incorporating science into the art ofviolin making. JeffBradley, music critic of theDenver Post,

wroteofCarleenHutchins and the Violin Octet June 1, "nevertoo old to make a newsound!" Boston Globe Correspondent,D.
QuincyWhitney, wroteareview of thefirst CD in theNew Hampshire WeeklyArts and Peoplesection May31, quotingRobert
Miller (who produced and edited theCD): "these instruments give a composer so many morepossibilities that justdon't exist in
the standardstringfamily."

AtISMA '98 in Leavenworth, Hutchins put on a Violin Octet workshopwith the assistance of Anne Cole ofAlbuquerque,
NewMexico, demonstrating theAlto, Tenor andBaritone violins which she had made overthepast 20years; also William

BermanofPortland, Oregon, demonstratedthe Soprano, MezzoandAlto violins. (Bermanplayed theAlto violin,with greatsuc-
cess, under his chinfor 24 years in orchestras andchamber groupsin NewZealand, Israel and all around Europe). In theevening,
Anne Cole andher accompanist, Craig Brown, performed a concert onthe instruments shehad made: Vertical Viola (Alto)—D-
vorak Sonatina,opus 100for violin and piano; Tenor violin—Franck Sonata in A major, for violin and piano; Baritone violin-
BridgeSonata for Cello andpiano (1916-1918). Thesewerereceivedwithmuch acclaimfrom the audience.

THE 1998 GRIGORY SEDUKH TOUR

The purpose of this tourwas to introduce oneof the eight instruments of the Violin Octet to theRocky Mountains. Prior to
theirtourwesent thefirst oftwo CDs that the CASis producing to allof thepublic radio stations in the United Statesand Canada.

Mr. Sedukhis the concertmasterof the St. Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestraand the Trebleviolin soloistfor the Hutchins St.
Petersburg Violin Octet. He joinedtheSt. PetersburgPhilharmonic Orchestrain Malaysia after leaving Denver. Ms. IngaDzet-
sker, his accompanist, is a concertpianist with theSt. Petersburg ConservatoryofMusicwho teacheschamber music at thatinsti-

* * * * >(■ *
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Credit card orders (MC & VISA) may be placed directly with the Catgut Acoustical Society at
973-744-4029 or by FAX at 973-744-9197 or by EMAIL at CatgutAS@msn.com

Checks or money orders may be sent directly to the Catgut Acoustical Society offices at
112 Essex Ave.

Montclair, NJ 07042
(S&H= $2.00 per CD for domestic orders " $4.00 per CD for international orders)

IHHHHHHBIHiHI iGrigory Sedoukh, Violin Soloist
Srlcjory Sedoukh f accompanied by Inga Dzektser, pianist
Violin Soloist lyfe*^** Solos Performed on Treble, Soprano and

/f W?ri Mezzo Violins designed and crafted by
ui(d&Qm&&& Dr - Carleen M. Hutchins

Contains works by Paganini, Tchaikovsky,
j^^Ky Performing on Bach, Drigot, Kreisler, Massenet, Raff,

{jg&f Treble Violin Grazioli and Rimsky-Korsakov.eJtg&ryT- Soprano ViolinWG^r/f and Mezzo Violin „.. , x-ru-i i >*ru v Priceless performances of Tchaikovsky's
"Song of the Lark" and Rimsky-

Instruments designedand crafted by * .._..

....„

. „
Dr. carleen M. Hutchins Korsakov s Flight of the Bumblebee .



tution. She is currently ontour in Portugal.
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Thefirst venueof the Sedukh tour was in Tammen Hall at the Children's Hospital, Denver, where he andHank Troy, former
pianist with the Queen CityJazzBand, played arrangementsof Ellington, Gershwin and Joplin for the noonresident's confer-
ence. Thespecial event honored pediatrician Dr. Bobbette Ranneyfor hercontributions tothe care ofchildren. Thateveningthe
University Club hosted a dinner performance, thefirst half of theprogram repeated Ellington, Joplin and Gershwin tunes; the
secondhalf of theprogram included moreclassic selections. ARussian dinner followed. The "Eveningin Russia" at the Univer-
sity Club was apowerfulkick-off for thetour.

Sedukh and Dzetskerperformed at theChildren's Hospital and the University Club onJune 3, the ColoradoFine Arts Center
onJune 5, St. John's College in Santa Fe onJune 6 and the CovenantPresbyterian Church onJune 7. Theyrecorded a second CD
onJune 9 and 10, andperformed at Denver University's HoustonFine Arts CenteronJune 10. Theycompleted the tour at the
Suzuki Institute in SnowmassVillageonJune 12.

Jeff Bradley, the music critic for the Denver Post reviewed the concert on June 11. D. Quincy Whitney, from the Boston
Globe, reviewed the CD, "TheNewViolinFamily," in theMay 31 edition of "TheNew Hampshire Weekly." Phyllis Eaton, pi-
anistfor the GreeleyPhilharmonic Orchestrawrote,"Thanksfor thebeautiful CD. I havebeen listening... and the Octet is exqui-
site!"

We appreciatethesupportreceivedfrom theBrigid Memorial Fund, named afterMr. Butterfield's late daughter(who is listed as
an executiveproduceron the CD, "TheNewViolinFamily"), from friends ofDr. BobbetteRanney, from sponsors in Chicago,
Denver, Great Falls, Las Vegas and Snowmass Village and from individual donors in Albuquerque, Buenos Aires, Denver,
Greeley,Palo Alto, SanteFe and Phoenix.

Mr. RobertMiller,theexecutiveproducer ofthe tour,producedthefirst CDandrecorded the second CD in Denver. Hehas a
broad background inall phases ofmusic and was the youngestperson toconduct andrecord both theLondon Philharmonic and
the St. PetersburgPhilharmonic Orchestras. TheCD, "TheNewViolinFamily" and the yet tobenamedsecond CD which will
be released this fall, are availablefrom the CAS at 1 12EssexAve.,Montclair, NJ 07042 for

$15.

plus

$2.00

mailing fee/$4.00for in-
ternational mailing. The CDs will befeatured on a future website, www.catgut.com Pleasekeep them in mind asyou planyour
holiday gift lists! ThesecondCD includesseveral Christmas carols.

Persons wishingto contact Mr.Butterfield canreach him at
L. JosephButterfield
2198 So. JacksonStreet,Denver CO 80210
303-757-0734 (Fax: 303-861-3992)
e-mail: joebutter@hotmail.com

Gregory Sedikhwrites "all concerts went successfully....They would give me a standing ovation—evenat the endof thefirst
part. Werecorded the CD on one day - 12 hours. Both the concerts and the CD wereplayed onthe Treble, Soprano and

Mezzoviolins in turns. I like this change of instruments so much thatIwantto play all 3 in my future concertsandwill buildmy
repertoire accordingly....! wantto give MasterClassesontheconventionalviolin and the threeHutchins'violins.

" Ihave a concert ofChristmas Carols arrangedbyRobert Millerfor 12/25/98at the "Interior Theater" in costumes and theatri-
cal lighting.... On 11/1/98, 1willplay the VivaldiPiccolo Concerto in thebig hall of the St. PetersburgPhilharmonic Society with
theChamber Orchestra "Camerata"....A solo concert inMarch 1999in the Small Hall of thePhilharmonic Society. I amworking
onaprogram ofGershwin'spieces andScott Joplin'sragtime, aswellas a concert ofJewishmusic."





Editorial Proceduresfor Publications
Members are sometimes concerned thatpapers they submit for

the CASJournal arenot alwayspublished intheupcoming issue. It
mayhelptounderstand thepublication process andschedule:

Whenyour paperis received, the Editor sendsitto someonecon-
versant with the topic and qualified to review the paper. This can

take several months. If changes are needed, the editor sends the
paperback to youwith suggestions for corrections. Whenyoure-
turn thepaper andthe editor agreesthat it isreadyfor publication, it
entersthe queuefor spacein the nextissue. If the paper is not suit-

able for the CAS Journal, the editorwill inform youandexplain the
reasons. TheJournalgivespriority to short notesof 1000words or

less.
Pleasenote that submitting a manuscript for editorial considera-

tionis arepresentationthat thepaperhasnot beencopyrighted,pub-
lishedelsewhere,orunderconsideration forpublication elsewhere.

Itemssubmitted for consideration in the News and Correspon-
denceandMeetings, Workshops, Seminars columns must reach us
by February 25for the May issueand by September 15for theNo-
vember issue.

Guidelinesfor SubmittingPapers
Submit allpapersto
CASJournal
Catgut AcousticalSociety
112Essex Avenue
Montclair,NJ07042

Provide three copies of a neat and legible paper. Double-space,
typeorprint, andnumberthepages.

Review and follow the style of paperspublished in this issue of
the CASJournal. Note that if your paper isaccepted for publica-
tion, the editorwill provide a style sheet with precise instructions
for preparing the final manuscript to meet Journal requirements.
References, in particular, mustbe prepared accurately andformat-
ted asprescribed. We strongly encourageauthors to submit a copy

of the final manuscript on a 3 1/2inch floppydisk. We canaccept
mostcommonwordprocessorformats. Submittingmanuscripts in
machine-readable form facilitates rapid and accurate publication
andhelps the Societyholddownpublication costs. Wewill askyou
to submit accuratedrawingsof anyfigures, suitablefor publication,
with the final manuscript. If the figures, charts, graphs, etc. have
beengeneratedby computer,pleasesubmit them onthefloppydisk.
We canworkwithmostgraphicformats.

The text of Journal manuscripts should normally not exceed
6000 words (approximatelysix Journal pages, including illustra-
tions). Limit notesto 1000words. Discussion of material previ-
ouslypublished in theJournal maybesubmitted as aLetterto the
Editor and should not exceed 500 words. Closure to discussions
prepared by authors and reviewers shouldnot exceed 250 words
perdiscussion.
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